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Chapter ' I 

PIP's Beginnings. 

These are only tools. 

Between the toolmakers and the Users of the tools, . 

there is alwayS. a dangerous gap, questions. 

Any answers, as yeu know, lie elsewhere. 

(Godfrey and Chang, 1901, p. Iii) 

Canada is a vast land sparsly populated with people Of 

diverse 	backgrounds. 	Nation-buildipg Is dependent upon 

understanding 	whi.ch 	in 	turn 	is ' based 	upon shared 

information. It is not surprising then, that TELIDON, a 

Canadian invention, which portends to improve communication 

should recieve à . great 'deal of: attention and support. 

Particularly since it also portends to provide:Canadians 

with a stake in the microelectronic revolution at à tiffie of 

high unemployment. The Canadian Government's early interest 

was indicated by the following: 

Since the public announcement of  'i: :1 	in 
August 1978, the government program has altered 
.q-roM - a pUrely FMD activity to an advance on a 

broader front which is endeavoring to see the 
Telidon concept widely accepted both at home and • 
abroad. This activity-has two primary objectives 

-- the establishment of thé appropriate Canadian 
standards and the maximization of the number • 
of 	jobs 	available to Canadians in both the 
services 	and 	the 	manufacturing 	aspects 	of 
videotex. 

On 	April 

	

1979 - 	the 	MiniSter 	of  
Communications 	announced 	a 	four-year Telidon 
program. 	During 	this 	period, 	the 	federal 

1 



main question for  this evaluation is 	Can those The 

government isprepared to invest up to $9 million, 

providing industry responds with SiMilar 

investments .-... (Madden, 1979, p. 24) 

Information 	Technology, which' is a microelectronic 

based communications technology,' is expected to undergo 

continued development in the 1980>s and beyond. Some of 

these 	developments 	include 	microcomputers, 'videodiscs, 

audiodiscs and Telidon. These developments may prove to be 

very advantageous for the commercial sector of society. 

organizations, 	'.'hi ch are in the not-for-profit sector, also 

make use of a technology such as Telidon to improve thei'r 

services? 

• 

Th•• Canadian Government on  February 6, 1981  allocated 

$27.5 million as a stimulus for the development of Telidon. 

Most of this money was granted to the private •(profit) 

sector to stimulate investment by industry through the 

Industry investment Stimulation Programme (IISP). However, 

as a proactive response,; $1 million was set aside For the 

not for-profit sector +or the Public initiatives Programme 

(PIP). 	A Request For Proposals was issued on November 12, 

1981 and thirty proposals were received by the December 22, 

• 1991 deadline. 

• This 	programme 	was intended to make information 

technology available to a ,broad range of •disadvantaged 

Canadians, that is, disadvantaged economically, socially and 

geographically. The  fi vo  categories of disadvantaged tb be 

.included wereU 	the Inuit, Disabled, Natives, Women and 



Consumers. 	However, the techniCal probleMs for the'Inuit 

*proposals were so great that two feasibility studies were 

‘Z' 

\YY 

(‘‘'. 

carried out as a beginning step in understanding the nature 

of the developmental problems that would be-encountered. 

The feasibility studies were not included as part of this 

evaluation. 

This report deal 	with the evaluation of nine of the 
. _ 

ten projects for which contracts were signed .wtth  ton 

 different organizations in-  five Provinces - and one Territory 

to develop applications of the Telidon technology,  

!,Jofflgn.g. 

on the Status of Women, Moncton; 'The Greater 

Mtà..Yes. 	The 

Council 	Of 	Yukon 	Indians, 	Whitehorse; Federation of 
[..-----) 	• 

.Saskatchewan . Indians, Saskatoon; and 	r.l. 1 P5e. 	Agora, 	- 

Montreal; The Ontario Federation for the Cerebrai Palsied, 

'‘..organizations . were funded +or each of 

\J\ 
Council 

. Vancouver Information and Referral Service; 

The Advisory 

Toronto. 	Four PgD.P4. 1P5en groups also were fundedr, The 

Automobile Protection Association. Montreal and Ottawa ; —The 

Canadian Automobile Association, Ottawa and Toronto; The 

Vancouver Economic Advisory Commission, Vancouver; and The 

Ryerson Nutrition Information Service,. Torontr.  

projects began during the Summer 1.982 and all had a 

termination -  date of March 31, 1983 except for Agora hi ch 

 will continue,  for another year. In this report Agora will 

be introduced for the sake of completeness. It  ;i 11  be 

pvaluatecL_j_nMIEl_future by the GAMMA research group located 

n•11 

• at the University Of Montreal. 

1he evaluation of these projects considered the extent 
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to which - Telidon had helped each organization reach its 

intended objectives as perceived by key informants in each 

project. . Problems, limitations (or enhancements required), 

satisfactions, 	usefulness, impacts 	and future .  funding , 

prospects were discussed. It was seen as very important that 

an evaluation by an outside evaluator be done especially 

since much of the information to be collected was of a 

subjective nature. 

Nh ..lt iv.  TEL IOW' L......=--::?._____:- 
TEL IDON comes from the combination of the roots of two 

Greek words meaning "far "-and -"I saw". It was developed by 

the Communications Research Centre (CRC) .of the Department 

of Communications, Government of Canada at Shirley Bay just 

outside Ottawa and was officially announced in August 1978 

(Madden, 1979g ( lexander, 1981). The following is à more 

technical description which comes from the CRC  Techni  cal  

Note No. 709-E: 

The Telidon Videotex system is a method by 

Which information and transactional services can 

be accessed from information sources by the 

general public. • ey the use of a domestic home 

television recei  ver  typically augmented by  a 

micro-computer controlled interface device, a user 

can access pages of graphical and  tex tuai  

information 	over 	public 	common 	c-at---r-i-  :-..\ 

communications facilities including tp<telplhone ,) 

network, a cable television  lins  or ›:?ricârd 	into 

unused space in a broadcast television signal. In 

order 	to 	transmit 	information to a Telidon 

terminal at a minimum bandwidth, and in a manner 

independent of the type of - communications• channel, 

a coding scheme has been devised which permits the 
encoding of a picture into the geometric drawibg 
elements 	which 	compose 	it. 	These "Picture 

Description 	Instrctions" are an alpha-geome ; 

coding Model_ and are based on the primtives 	.:). 



POINT, 	LINE, 	ARC, 	RECTANGLE, 	POLYGON 	and 

INCREMENT. Text is encoded as (ASCII) characters. 

along with a supplementary table of accents and 

ceci a].  characters. . A Mosaic shape table is 

included 	for .compatibility. 	or 	Brown, 

àmirle, Lum 	Kukulka, 4982, p: vii) 

The basic invention is essentially a method of creating 

graphics (pictures) and text (aphanUmeric characters) for a 

col or television screen so that - the information can be 

efficiently stored on computers and comMunicated down a 

telephone line, through coaxial cable, over fiber optics or 

by television broadcast to persons on request at-their homes 

or at the office (Godfrey and Chang, 1981). This is a 

Canadian invention which improves on the British PRESTEL and 

the French ANTIOPE systems by increasing the fineness of 

detail in the •graphic presentation and by the efficiency of .• 

communication. 	The British and E'rench systems use a mbsai-C 

. approach .where pictures are made up Of a seri. es  of blocks 

1/6th the size of a cUrsor tml a computer termina.1 .. While 

Telidon uses Picture Description instructions (FOI s)  which 

can be  sent down a narrow bandwidth telephone line in a more 

efficient 	method by compressing strings of information 

(PDI's). 	Also it is limited in its detail only by the 

reSolution (number of lines) of theHtelevision screen and by 

the amount of memory in the decc.xler. -  The term Telidon is 

sometimes u5ed to describe:this basic' invention. It is also 

used more generally -to describe  the information creation and 

.delivery syStem. • 

A fairly typical example of the components of a Telidon 

system 	are 	an information or page creation (encoder) 



system is.a two-way or interactive system A 

• 

• 

terminal, .a host computer, a television monitor, a Telidon 

decoder and a communicationS carrier (a telephone .  line, 

coaxial cable, fibre optics or broadcast television). 

There are two kinds of systemsU teletext and videotex. 

The tele,gt system is a one-Way or non -interattive system 

whereby a series of "pages" are broadcast by a television 

station or cable television operator using either the 

Vertical Blanking Interval or a dedicated channel. The 

Vertical Blanking interval is a space between pictures of 

the television broadcast  'hi ch  can .be used to send 

information for about 150 tor -OCTelidon "pages" and which 

can be "grabbed" by the usa  of the Telidon decoder and a 

keypad  for  display on the television screen. If a cable 

television operator so chooses, a channel could be dedicated 

+or the use of Telidon whereby 	 OOO framcs could be . 

7 	) a „et r 
cycled and still give a reasonable response time. 

•n• 

• 

whereby 	the user can both receive information from a 

theoretically infini te number of pages and respond to the 

received information such as, sending a message to a friend, 

purchasing items from an electronic catalodue, obtaining 

informatien concerning an appropriate community resource or 

paying a bill at a teiebank. This system depends upon 

having access to a databank stored_on a host computer. Such 

computers may be large mainframes operated by a large 

telephone company or newspaper, or may be a relatively small 

microcomputer with hard disk storage capacity owned by a 

- non-profit organization. 
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PIP's RatiOnale 

A ne w invention brings the-potential of both good and 

1 11 The Social and New Services Policy Division of the 

Broadcasting and Social Policy Branch set the tone for 

research in the area with the following: 

As videotex develops and gains public prominence, 

.important issue5.are raised about it5 implications' 

for society. The Department of Communications has 

a two-fold role to play in the area  It must 

address 	the 	social 	implications 	of 	new 

telecommunications 	services a5 a part of its 

general 	policy - responsibilities 	and it must 

ensure that the development of the Canadian 

videotex system (Telidon) occur in such a way that 

it contributes to the public goOd. (Plowright, 

1900, p. 1) 

Two of the issues identified bY the Social Policy 

Branch were of particular. importance to this evaluation: 

access and diversity. 	eggess referred to the "terlms_by. ' 

which a _party can make use of system facilities for input a. 

to offer information retrieval services, transaction types 

.of • services, or for any private uses such,as messaging" 

(Plowright, 1900. p, 6). 	It was recognized that economic 

,conditions would, limit access opportunities along with.  the 

• actual access.rights. 

• The  second issue, 	diversity 	was another  cri tirai  

Area 	for .concern. 'Here there were four interrelated 

aspects. . Structural  questions relating to how databases • 

were to be set up and whether or .not it would be possible 

for different information providers  (IF'' s)  to establish. 

databases'.  Second]. y,, the means of finance or the source of 

funds 	to 	maintain 	the • system would be ah important 
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consideration 	since 	it 	might limit the diversity of 

databases.. Thirdly, the means of payment by the user 

whether 	by -  subscription 	or 	by 	pay-per-page 	might 

• 
differentially effect the. big or small IP. Fourthly, the 

question of information supported in the public interest and 

how such information would be provided and by whom could 

have a considerable impact on the non-profit undertaki -ngs. 

The urgent concern was shown in the followingU 

• 

These structural/financial questions urgently need 

to be considered. Choices are being made now with 

little apparent reflection (particularly in -  the 

public or policy realm) upon the probabilities for 

access. and diversity in - IP provision that will 

follow from what is put in pi. ace  To the user the 

entirety of IP databases appears as a whole: 

diversity, and the inclusion of public interest 

material, will influence attitudes t . the  entire 

system so that it is in everyone's best interest , 

fo examine these matters. (Plowright, 1980, p. 9) 

: I : t was proposed that a priority be given to a research 

• project to study videotex confi.gtm-ation options and their 

'for  access and div,erity. Research was needed 

to respond to concerns related to system structure or 

architecture, means of finance and  method of payment,  and  

"public interest" undertakings and their support. It was 

• 

recognized that there was a "large policy question regarding 

public-interest kinds of information,' .that needs to be 

addressed eventually 	the matter of how .and to what extent 

such databases should be supplied and financed" (Plowri,cpt, 

• 1900, p„ 9). 

With the concerns of access and diversity particularly 

related to economic constraints, it .made good sensé to 

establish the PIP projectS for the not-for-profit sector. 
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These concerns . were reflected in the objective's that were 

set for PIP. 	 . 

Objectives  for  the Publdc initiatives Programme 

1. • o contribute to  page creation by generating databases 

appropriate to the needs of.consumer's, Inuit, Natives, 

disabled and women. 	. 	 . 

2. • o support the page-creation industry by encouraging 

. commercial and non-profit organizations to offer 

page-creation services. 	(Approx. 113 of activity to.be  

' . 	dedicated to"this end,;) 

3. To encourage the growth of Telidon and electroniC . 

. 	publishing . by training people within the selected 

- groups in Telidon applications and page-creation. 

4. .To encourage the broad utilisation.  of Telidon bY , 

creating exèmm...des. of database style - and structure. ' 

5. • To demonstrate..the practical capabilities of Telidon. 

6. To develop demonstrations of innovative use of existing 

technology as related to non-profit environments. 

7. To generate feedback to determine practical 

enhancements of the system. 	 , 

O. 'To distribute projects ac rocs  Canada both 

geographically and linguistically. 

\ 

NOTE: While projects will be expected te meet these 

objectives, the priority of each goal in eq:-Ach project , 

most likely will be different. 

• 



1.0 

• 

• 

ThP_PegiDlling_Erog25 

On November 12, 1901 in a is  release Communications - 

MinIster Francis'Fox announced a special Telidon Program. for  

the Disadvantaged and a Request for Proposals was issued by 

DOC. 	The $1 million program was part of the $27,5 million 

Telidon. budget. announced on February à," 1901. 	It was 

believed that something shouLd be done for non-profit groups 

and that government funding w as  required. 

In 	the Request for Proposals it was  stated that 

- preference would be given to proiects that demopstrated the 

'"practical capabilities of Telidon and innovatiVe uses of 

the existing technology," and created "examples of style, 

structuré and methodolegy for the benefit of other groups." 

Several restrictions were also indicated 1) DOC Could not 

"fund more than one major project for each Of the'desidnated 

groups" and would favOur proposals that were disposed to 

"c011aboration with other organizations within a designated 

• 

group", 2) proposals would be favoured if they could be 

"incorporated into existing or planned field trials", and 3) 

no more than one  proposa :1  would be "supported in any given 

geographic-  area". 

Prior to the issuance of the Request for Proposals, the 

PIF  staff, :Getty Weinstein, David Shaw and Craig Taylor, 

designed the Program. 	The first stop was  to obtain a 

mandate 	for the categories  of the disadvanÉaged which 

included Women, Disabled, Native, Inuit and Consumers. Then 

there was a .  period of six months to a year where the staff 

embarked on an educational process whereby interested groups 
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were identified and made aware. of the potential usefulness 

of Telidon. . The result of this process  'as  that 30 

proposals iere received . by the December 22, 1981 deadline. 

' A selection càmmittee was established and all of the 

proposals were rated on their eligibility accord,ing to 

application, content, network, page creation, budget, 

staffing 	and 	confidence 	level. 	On AR:il 30, 	1.902, 

	

-Communications 	Minister 	Francis 	Fox announced- the 10 

projects and the 2 feasibility studies +or the Inuit. 

Following this announcement, contracts were negotiated . with 

commencement dates phased in over the summer and early fall 

of 1982. 

It should be noted that the or 	intention of the 

Program was to  fund 5 projects - one fer each category of 

disadvantaged and one in each of the 5 major 'geographical 

areas of the country. Instead, 12 projects were funded. •It 

should also be noted that the .original timetable propoSed in 

thé Request +or Proposal was for some projects to start as 

early as JanuarY 1982 while in fact, none of the projects 

started before the summer of 1982. These changes required 

modifications to the expectations of the PIP staff in both 

.. the DOC Offices and the various projects. 

• This 	then, 	describes 	the beginnings of the PIP 

programme. The next chapter deScribes the methodology of 

the evaluation and will be followed by the findings and then 

• the conclusions and recommendation. • 
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• 

Chapter II 

Methodology 

The 	purpose 	of this section is to describe the 

methodology used in the evaluation. 	The discussion will 

include the general framework, the classification of the 

evaluation, the data collection procedures, the data source, 

the data collection schedules and a brief consideration of 

the limitations of this evalUation. 

In order to provide a perspective, the purpose of the 

evaluation is restated: The main reason +or this evaluation 

is to determine the usefulness of Telidon as a communication 

tool 	for 	the selected not-for-profit organizatfons as 

demonstrated by.the individual  PIF  project. 

• 

Senerffl._Framework 

The general framework for this study combined the 

concepts 	of 	Systems Analysis and  Operational Research 

(Chùrchman, 1960) with Evaluation Research (Rutman, 1977 

Rossi 	Freeman, 1902). There are five steps in a systems 

analysis: 

1). 	identify the system including the coMponents, and the 

sub-systems, 

12 



appropriate, I  nterviews were also held -  with management 

13 

2) ddentify the objectives of the system, 

3) identify the critéria to be uËed to measure the 

objectives, 

	

,4) 	identify alternatiVe activities or programs, and 

	

5). 	evaluate the alternatives consistent  'ii th the 

objectives. 

The 	type 	of evaluation has been to seme• extent 

predetermined since the termination date for this study and 

the F; IP projects coincide. Also, since the Telidon 

technology was  still under development and the PIF'  projects 

were some of the very first application projects in the 

not-for-profit sector •an  action-oriented,' formative , 

evaluation (Scriven,' 1972) using a key-informant appreach 

was  considered most appropriate. 

De. a_pourg,es . 

The 	primary data sources were' the PIP projects' 

managers and page creators, artists or editors. 	Where 

personnel in the host organizations. 

User satisfaction -data were eliCited to the extent 

possible 	however, 	there were several - limitations and 

restrictions. 	Firstly, since the field trials had their own 

evaluations, users who were part of the'f ,ield trials could 

not 	be 	included 	in 	this evaluation because of the 



an understanding of each project, their original 

objectives, the objectives as stated in the contracts, and 
• obtain 

• 
14 

possibility 	of 	contamination of the main . field trial 

results. As expected since a preference was stated in-  the 

RFP, many of the PIF  projects were part of a field. trial 

- data base, and as such would not- have users  who  were 

accessible for this evaluation. Secondly, some of the 

projects 	were 	not 	far 	enough developed to have an 

established user group by the time of the second interview. 

Thirdly, some members were so widely dispersed. that it was 

not feasible to interview them. 

Thus, only.projects that had closed user droupS who had 

several' weeks of experience with the Telidon . data base could 

be interviewed productively. The result . of thee 

restrictions was that only one project, NErs ONLINE, had 

• 
user satisfaction  data  available. Unfortunately, on the day 

of the interview a freezing rain made travel impossible but 

a teleconference was arranged and information was obtained 

3 uei-re  from three users. 

P.ata_ggilPg“PU_Mebc-U.1. 

The method of data collection was to carry out two 

interviews using interview guides. • The  first interview was 

to serve .as a introduction of the evaluator to the project 

personnel to allow . for a more in-depth interview in the 

second round.. This first interview also served to 

familiariZe the evaluator with the diverse projects. As 

such  the primary emphasis in the first interview was to 
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the objectives of the sponsoring organizations. Initial 

questions concerning the project's activities, the  

usefulneSs. and limitations of Telidon for their host 

Organization, and future funding possibilities were asked as 

a stimulus +or the second iterview. 

Thus,' M-ie .  second half-life interview was able to focus 

much more directly on - the critical or key issues of the 

evaluation. 

Li(10..tej-Pnq 	 • . 

The major limitation to thiS evaluation was the lack of 

users. 

 

'ho 	had sufficient experience 	:i th  their newly 

developed data base to provide informed, practical feedback 

to • information 	providers and to the evaluator. 	User 

satisfaction • data collected after a three to . six month 

' period Fould be a very impbrtant source of information in 

determining the usefulness •of Telidon 'in the not-4or-profit 

sector.  

Secondly, this evaluation was . being carried out during 

an early stage of development. 	In one sense, this early 

stage was very fortunate as it provided information rarely 

available in such  ne  w developments. ' However, it:.-- woUld be 

impertant 	to 	obtain- the 	perspectives, attitudes.  and 

experience . of information providers beyond the initial . 

development phase which 	as on the one hand, an exciting, 

stimulating experience and on the other hand, a frustrating 

gperiod working against deadlines  ni. th  new technology and its . 

expectegfldelayS  1 n delivery and downtim 
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* 

1. Introduction 	Main purpose of the evaluation 

2. Objectives of Sponsorind Organizations 

3. Objectives of Project. (PIP) 

4. Intended Activities 

Estimated Tardet Population 

6. 	Evaluate possible availability of User Satisfaction 
Data 

7.* Perception of Usefulness of Telidon forthe Sponsoring 
Organization 

O.* Problems experienced with Telidon 

9.* Limitations of TeLidon 

10. Arrangements and Purpose of Second On-site Visit 

11.* Future Funding Possibilities 

12.* AfternatiVes to Telidon 

To be discussed in more depth during the second on-site 
interview. 

• 
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5qggrui..._IfItenY.ÉP,t_q0d,o 

1. 	Update project activities - extent of objectives  mot or 
expec .ted to bé met  March 31, 1903. 

Estimated target penetration 

3.* Perceptions of User Satisfaction 

4.* Perception of Usefulness of Telidon 

5.* Problems with Telidon 

6.* Limitations of Telidon 

7.* Future Funding arrangements/poSsibilities (Is Telidon 

perceived as being useful enough to seek future 

funding?) 

S.* Alternatives to Telidon 

9.* Unique features. of Telidon 

10.* Other .observations of impact of Telidon on Organization 
(Positive/Negative) (With the Introduction of Telidon 
what has happened to your . organization .(perceived 
impact)). 

* Topics of discussion with user groups if available., 
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Chapter III 

Findings 

Murphy's Law: If anything can go wrong, it will. 
(Bloch, 1902a, p. 11) 

The purpose of this section was to  press nt the findings 

based an two on-site interviews each of which were of 

several hours duration. 	The first round took place during 

the period January 13 to January 20, 1993. The second round 

started February 21 and Was completed March 10, 1993. In 

most cases the second round of interviews were more  candi ri 

 and  J. ses  formal. A relaxed atmosphere was desired in order 

to obtain reliable information. Certainly it can be  said 

 that. all of the project personnel were very cooperative and 

made themselves available for ai t, sorts of questions, probes 

and photographic sessions even though they were diligently 

engaged in the information provision process for which the 

PIF  program was intended. 

Many of the projects were behind in their schedules 

which were caused, for the most part, by delays in 

finalizing the • contracts, by equipment breakdown or del  ays  

in delivery of either software, hardware or both. The 

projects were intended to enlighten, as one could .  expect, 

the mysteries of the "learning curve" as it related to 

diverse Projects in different organizationsin. a population 
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di.c.::;persed 	.geogr aphi cal 1 y 	dispersion 	in itst.elf 

Ç..f.n 0 mi:yytimes caust.d delays since 	nf o r m at ion w.as not al we.tys 	• 
readily available.. Speaking.as an external evaluator, these 

projects have provided an overview of Telidon applications. 

which has been most intriguing, - creative and'mind expanding. 

It has been.a Most interesting experience. 

A. WOMEN  

There were two projects relating to •women, 1) The 

Community Telidon Network of the Pacific (CTNP) pronounced 

and 2 . ) 	/ SUR LE FIL.. sponsored by t.h F2 

Govern (11 E.' 11 	of New Bru.nswick's -Advisory C.;ounci 1 on 'the St.atus 

of 

1. THE COMMUNITY TELIDON NETWORK: OF THE PACIFIC (CTNP) 

The 	sponsoring organization of CTNP wos a Social 

serVice agency named the Greater Vancouver Information and 

Referral 	Service 	Society 	(GVIRS) 	which 	provided an 

information 	and referral service relating to community 

resources and services for the Greater Vancouver area. 

However, 	CTNP's main. or 	was 	focus on 'Ule 

emerging area of issues and information pertaining to women. 

a. Purgose of Sgonsoring Organization  

The second article of GVIRS ConStitution sets out the 

purpose of the organization 

To operate information and referral services in Greater 
Vancouver by providing information on and referring 

persons to, governmental, private or community serVices 
and reso1.'r(:::es'4 

ii) To provide iriformati.on„ . communicat.ions, publishing, and 
research services for- the public or for particular 
parties, whether or not without charge or on contract . 

i ) 

• 



7.0 

• or for  • ee; 

iii) To assist and cooperate in the provision and 

development of information and referral and community 

communications services both in Greater Vancouver and 

elsewhere; 

iv) Ta carry out public education and encourage group and 

individual self-development in the matter of developing 

access to information; 

v) To advocate on behalf of the public, groups, or 

individual persons  for  just access to information and 

to governmental, private, or community services. 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract 

The general objectives were stated in the Contract as 

• 

follows: 

The Applicant shall,• ... 	implement the ... 

- project to be called "Community Telidon Network of 

the Pacific' 	hich shall consist of 400 pages 

published 	+or 	the 	purpose  of 	providing a 

computerized 	public ' information 	utility 	for 

community groups in the Vancouver area, by 

providing information about: the community, which 

is of interest and benefit to women. (p.2) 

çoO ree  
..-.r«.e  c  7  

4,ker'e- e-"GG 
Go, It 7 
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The Pages were to include: 1) Courses Available, 2) 

Career  & Work Opportunities, 3) Health Enhancement 

References and Resources, 4) Bulletin Boards for Spécial 

Interest Groups, 5) Legal  i. ci  & Services Resources for 

Women, 6) Lifestyle Change 'Information, 7) Relationship 

Counselling References, 8) Housing References & Information 

and 9) Daycare References ?.< Information. 

Software was to be developed for the Alpha Micro 

computer ystem to allow  :1. t.  to be the host for the database 

including the receipt of pages from an Information Provider 

(1 F:.)  Terminal and the ability +or Telidon recei  ver terminal 

to access the database. Also, a "keyword" search system was 

to be developed which was particularly important . for the 
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rapid response time required fer the telephone referral 

service and for which the "tree structure" ,'as  cumbersome. 

Bulletin Boards were te .be supported 50 that the varioUs 

Templates were to be constrlirted so that novice users  cou]. cl  

learn to be providers of information thus being full 

participant's 	the ne .biyork... 

C.  Objectives as Identified During Interviews 	. 

The identified objectives were the same as were stated 

in the contract. 	 . 

d. System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software 	. 	. 

The system included a Norpak IES-2 (699) on loan from 

DOC which 	'as the main information Provider terminal, the 

0 • Alpha 'Micro computer System as host forthe database, Apple 

He's (on order, - .an'Apple II+ had been loaned.by a local 

dealer) with Norpak Telidon boards to act as network nodes, . 

1200 baud modems .(on order) for commUnication, and one AËL 

• Microtel terminal (others to be ordered for other users). . 

Software was  -to be developed for the keyword access system -

and to  support the database on the host computer. . 

ii) Personnel 

' ' • Two persons were trained -in the use of the page 

creation terminal' by Dominion Directory,• Vancouver and were 

supported by  PIF .' 	One of these persons  'ho  had Universi,ty 

level education in both Sociology and Computer Science was 

g
the operation's manager of the project. The other person 

became the main graphic artist and page creator. 	 . 
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The team was enlarged by means of a f.522m1I.:.y_alcw...  

Erulunul____2:221i from the Employment Development Branch, Canada 

Manpower which provided funds to employ three more  per sons 

 One was a computer programmer, another had experience in 

community organizaton, and the third had worked in a 

library 	and 	thus had experience with organization of 

information such as would be used in library catalogue 

systems. 	The overall administration of the project was 

carried out by the Executive Director of GVIRS. With the 

exception of the Executive Director, a]. :1 of the per sons 

 working on the project were female which  was  in keeping with 

the spirit of the PIP category of disadvantaged groups. - 

e. Activities 

In the opening menu page CTNP was described as "a 

dc.:?cen t r 	e d network of community inf CD r ru.4.t i 	At  this 

time, the focus is on informatiOn rèlevent to women. Al t.  

material is entered and updated by participating groups." 

The 	Community 	Information menu page included the 

following seventeen categoriesU 

1. Education 

2. Employment 

3. Volunteering 

4 , 	Financial Aid 

5. Legal Services 

6. Health 

7 , 	Housing 

8. Daycare 

9. Counselling 

10 ,  Lifestyle Change 

11. Family Violence • 
12. Issues & Advocacy 
13. Recreatdon & Art 
14. Gov't. Services 

15 ,  Library Resources 

16. Reading Lists 

17 ,  Special Interest & Support Groups 



By the time of the second visit the beginning work Of 

identifying 	women's 	groups 	and • encouraging 	them to 

participate with CTNP had largely been completed. 	The 

Organizations participating with GVIRG in CTNP were 

1. Women's Resource Centre e  Vancouver 

2. Lifeline Cri sis and Information and Coquitlam Family 

Centre 

Co-Op Housing Federation 

4 ,, 	North Shore Women's Centre 

5. South Vancouver Family Place 

6. Ecumenical Women's Resource Centre 

Poco Area Women's Centre 

O. 	SFU Women's Centre 

9. Women's Resource Centre, North Vancouver 

10. Women's Centre, Douglas College e  New Westminster 

11. South Surrey-White Rock Women's Place 

12. Burnaby Information and Ref errai  

13. 'Surrey CO -ordinating Centre 

A textgrid and templates for page design •had been 

constructed to facilitate the page création by members . .of 

the various women's groups. 	It was reported that many of 

the *KMWM ,had leSt their +ear Of working on the system and 

were beginning to enjoy the routine. Many had never used a 

computer before 50 Telidon was an- experience in computer 

literacy. 

The computer programming was nearly completed +or the 

• keyword access 	however, the programMing had to be done 

using Basic and Assembler languages since the "C" compiler 

' had not arrived Until• a week before the second visit. It 

•n•n 

was later learned that the rest of the programming was 

changed to the Assembler language with à resul  tant  increase 

in response time. 

gl,The Possibility of obtaining a gateway to the BC Tel 

Field Trial was still in the negotiation stage. 
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• f. Usefulness of Telidan for Organization 

There wes  never any•doubt that Telidon wes  perceived as 

useful for GVIRS. The organization had à history Of over 

ten years -  of. being involved with computers. The on 

 idea '.as to provide a comprehensive database of community 

services that was more complete and up to date than could be 

dons  manually. At that time, a Directory of Services was 

published but, "it deteriorates before it is back from the 

printers." Also, GVIRS had a file of over 2,000 resources 

which was baSed on a card file system which was difficult to 

update. On top of that, they were working on an expanded 

resources file. 

Telidon was seen as a natural extention to the process 

• 

• 

of computerization. 	If members of the community at large 

were to become interested.in using the community infermation 

database, it was recognized that.the information would have 

to  (De  presented in a more interesting fashion than just 

tex t. 	Telidon provided the opportunity ( ...1+ a much "snappier 

presentation". 	Also, if community groups'were to use the 

system, it would have to be relatively easy to use and would 

have 	to present a relatively polished final product. 

Telidon was faund to be more than satisfactory in this 

respect. 

g. Limitations of Telidon System as 'Imglemented 	• ' 

There were several limitations identified with  the 

Telidon system an implemented. They wereU 1) the amount of 

information that could be displayed on the screen . was 

relatively, small given the resolution of the terminal, 2) a 



. hard copy could not be obtained, 3) the tree structure 

required several layers  of menus which slowed the access 

• time, 4) it was still too expensive for community groups or 

. for people to have in their homes, and it was subsequently• 

learned that 5) modems could hot be used at 1200 baud 

because ' of high error rates in the transmission which 'tas . 

thought due to the quality of the telephone system. The 

result was that communications had to restricted to 300 baud 

which was too slow for information retrieval during the 

telephone referral process. 	It was found that the old 

• 

manual system Was actually faster hence, greater emphasis 

was being 'placed on types of ,  • information which was not 

available elsewhere  or  had a high degrade rate and which 

capitalized on. the update facility of the computer based 

- . system. It also meant that the le-aphic images had to be 

kept relatively simple so that time would' not be-lest 

waiting for the graphic to appear on the screen. . This was 

thought to be very important for users who used the system 

constantly, it would drivé them crazy waiting for it." 

Another 	limitation 	was 	related to a problem of 

compatabil,ity. The retrofit for the IPS did not work so 

that the programming for the database was for the 709 

standard while the page creation was done with the 699 

standard. Then  i. 1::.  was found that the Apple (Norpak) 'Telidon 

board produced col ors which were nOÉ correct and text was 

produced only in white. Further, the text appears slowly 

' since it comes out as graphics instead of character storage» 

Also, the smallest  tex t.  size that could be created on the • 
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Apple waS to large +or the AEL Microtel terminal so that it 

defaulted,. to the next largest size  hi ch limted the amount 

of tex t. Since most of the user terminals iere to be 

Microtel terminals it was important that the pages be suited 

to them, which in turn limited the usefulness of the Apples -

for page creation. 

h. Problems Encountered During Implementation  1 1  , 	. 
There were several problems encountered which  del ayed  

the development of - the database. First, there  vas a delay 

in getting the contract signed and it was  not finalized › 

until September, 1982. 	Second, the deliVery of the IPS 

terminal was  delayed and did not arrive until -  November, 

• 

1982. 	Third, the 709 upgrade got lost in . shipment and then 

once it did arrive it was  found that it did not work-and had 

to be shipped back to Norpak. ,Thus, the computer 

programmind for the database was done for the 709 standard, 

but all of the page creation was at the 699 standard. 

	

, Fourth, 	the, :i P8  terminal broke down for a period of 

approximately two weeks. Fifth the "8" compiler did not 

arrive until late February, 1983. Sixth, neither the Apple 

IIe's nor the 1200 baud modems had arrived bythe. time of 

the second interview which was  February 23,. 1983. Seventh, 

the Norpak Board  for the Apple was . not, available until 

February, 1983. . 

i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers 

The 	project team was  still enthusiastic with the 

potential, of: the Telidon system and were looking forward to 



the full implementation of the system. 

ii) Users 

There were t_r_ci2_2:1L_It2lcizlito interview since 

the system was not in operation by the time of the second 

visit. 

j. Future: Funding Prosgects and Alternatives  

One of the major questions was what was going to happen 

A- le Is" . 	/ 	, 
af ter the end of the contract, March 31, 1983. 1) A grant. 

l e  I mer 
 W 	
4

er 	r application .  had been made to the Vancouver Foundation. for r" 
salaries 	for two people for 39 weeks and a computer 

eft  
programmer for 13 weeks • as well. as some minor hardware 

2) Consideration was being given to applying • 

for a 'NEED grant (Canada Employment PrograM) in order to 

continue - page creation. 	3) The Lottery Fund of D.C. was 

another 	possibility,. but since it only funded capi .tal 

.equipment, 	it 	could only be used  'f or acquisition of 

terminals. 	4) Other possdbilities included the Secretary of 

State, Government of CanadaF and the Ministry of Labor, 

Government of B.C. for special purpose grants relating to 

women's programs. A. small grant was expected  'f rom the 

United Way-Demonstration and Development Fund. 

It was thought that if  al ri of the above funds were 

obtained, there would be enough reseurces to  ses "if it 

'would fly". Timing was very.imOortant since there may be a 

fallow period where development could not take place. If 

cri, ri of the staff were lost, it would  'Lake a long time to 

n•• 

recover. 	There were several plans and prospects and they 

were very optimistic  t n  their outlook, but nothing was 



• definite. 	It was  expected that it would take two to three Mcfrve- 

years to develop a solid database that could sustain itself. 
/5 jak 

funding was  not found therewould be two fle 

alternatives. 	Either to continue the manual card file 

system (not a desired al-ternative)  or  to have a computer 

based. system. Neither of these alternatives  ou], cl  allow for 

the 	community participation in the development of the . 

database. 

k. Imgact of PIP on Sgonsoring Organization  

'PIP's' impact was stressful considering that 6VIRS was a 

small organization with an annual budget of approximately 

• 

$150,000 and a staff of three full-time and one half-time. 

In contrast, the PIF  contract was for $100 1 000 for six 

months .and involved  fi vo  full-time staff. The PIP project 

took 	a lot of time and en ••gy du ring a particularly 

stressful time due to the economy which1„..55ulted in a 

cut-back of staff +or GVIRS. 

On the positive si de, the PI F'  project increased contact 

with other community organizations, provided more detailed 

information 	of community 	resources, improved 	public 

relations with a higher profile for OVIRS, encouraged  more  

long term planning and extended the functions of the agency 

to include an aspect of community organization work  '.'i th  

partiCipating organizations becoming contributors as well as 

recel vers of information. 

• 
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1. Concliading Comments: Evaluation 	 - 

It can be seen from the above documentation,• that the 

objectives established for PIP and reflected in the Kequest 

For Proposal (RFP), the purpose (geie - ad objectives) of the 

sponsoring organization, the objectives as stated in the 

contract and as identified during the on-site interviews, 

,e1911  

W 50' 	and the activities or programme carried out by CTNP were 

ce
y,‘ 

was clear that this project had a great deal of 

potential as a demonstration database for Telidpn,  for -women 

in particular, and for society in general. However, its 

consistent. consistent. 

It 

future was not clear and was dependent on future funding 

- from• undetermined sources until  :1. -3:.  could be self-sustaining, 

i.e., until 'it could be cost-effective. .and could obtain' 

local community support. 	Unfortunately at this time the 

database was nôt extensive enough, nor was the technology - 

integrated enough to demonstrate suCh cost-effectiveness, in 

this writer's opinion. 

is expected that special funding  -f or  development of It 

 database will be required for et  least two more years. 

,d901 	If during that time the NAPLPS standard is determined, and 

if the compatability of the technology is worked  out  th on 

'projects  suc!--i - as this chould.be viable. 	It should be noted 

that there was a change during the planping process. In the 

RFP it indicated that there would be five projects. Instead' 

twelve were funded with no increase in the total monies.' As 

• the project manager said, "It certainly would have helped to- 1 

sifti>  

I of 
eGy- 

\ have had the $1/4 million. we first started talking about." 



2. ONLINE / SUR LE FIL 

The sponsoring organization for ONLINE / SUR LE FIL was 

the Advisory Council on the Status of-Women, Government of, 

- New Brunswick. 
. 

a. Purgose of Sgonsoring Organization  
. 	 . 

The mandate of the .Council as given in_the-Annual , 
--- 

. 	 ----- 
Report, 1980-81 was as followsU 	----- 

/7  
.// 

The Advisory Council *on the -Status of Women 

is a body for  consultation and study which was 

created to advise the .  N.B. government on matters • 

relating ta the status of women. The Council 

reports directly to the Prereer of New Brunswick. 

The Ac 	t i Act creang the Advisory 	c Counil was 

r adopted on Decembe 17th, 1'75 and proclaimed upon 

the appointment of the fi-st Council in December 

1977.. 

• 

• 
The Act governing the Advisory Council states 

that the Council shall 

-advise the Mini...u)on matters relating 

to the status of women and 

-bring before the government and the 

public, matters of interest and conc(rn to• 

wOmen. 

In carrying out its functions, the Council 

may 

-receive 	and 	hear 	petitions 	from 

individuals and groups concerning the status 

of women, undertake research on matters 

relevant to the status of women and suggest 

research areas that  '.::an  be studied by 

governments, voluntary associations, private 

business and universities, 

recommend . and participate in programs 

concerning •the status of women, propose 

legislation, policies and practice to improve 

the status of women, publish reports, studies 

and recomMendations as it deems necessary'. 

(p. 2) 

• 
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Objectives as Stated in the Contract  

The 	general 	objectives 	were' stated 	in 	the 

ImplementatIon Schedule of the Contract as f011ows: 

The applicant shall, 	... implement the ... 

project to be called "On Line/Sur le fil" which 

shall consist of approximately 700 pages published 

for the purpose  of  

increasing public awareness of women's issues 

and .  status5 ISP stimulating increased involvement 

of women in matters concerning them; ISP 

increasing  use and effectiveness of ACSW research 

and position papers; ISP helping connect those who 

have similar needs or priorities in thé area of 

women's issues. 

by providing information abou .UJ 

activities in the women's movement in N.B.; 

ISP resources; needed intervention on current 

issues; ISP statistics and factS. :about women's 

status in N.B. .; research conclusions of the ACSW. 

The pageS were to include: 	1) General Referral & 

Information 	Index . -. . to 	commulity 	resources, 	legal 

I  nformation, etc., 2)' Current Events & Urgent Action File: 

calendar of events pertaining • to women'S issues and up to .- 

nIr 

the minute information on issues needing intervention by 

concerned women, 3) Network File: 	information on ','.'ho  is 

working on various women's issues, contacts, priorities, 

resources, etc., 4) ACSW 	Statistics File: 	Abstracts and , 

information on the Council and statistics on N.B. women.' 

c. Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

During 	the - on-site interviews the objectives were 

'stated to be the same as presented. in the contract. • 

, d. System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software  

.The System' included a Norpak IFS .  2 (699), four AEL AEL 



• 

• 

7'77,  

• 

Microtel 	Integrated User. Terminals and two Electrohome 

- integrated User Terminals. The database and communications 

were to be handled as part of NBTel'.s MERCURY field trial. 

ii) Personnel 

The Project. Manager was a staff member of N. e. ACSW, 

which meant that  .a sizable contribution was being made by 

the Council. 	Two staff per sons  were 'hired from the PIP 

grant. 	One, who carried  out the research rOle„ had a B.A. 

in History and was working on an M.A. Thesis in Sociology. . 

The page creator was a graduate of a four year Fine Arts 

Graphics Art Programme The project manager and the 

graphics -  artist received  fi va days•training on page creation 

at Loyalist  Collage  in Belleville, Ontario. Translation 

services were hired on a free lance basis. All of the 

project personnel were women, again in keeping with the PIP 

category of disadvantaged. 

e. Activities 

- 
The - main 	menu 	page included the following four 

categories: 

General Referral and information Index. 

Urgent Action and Current Events. 

Networking: Who's Working on ... 

Advisory Council on the Status of Women File. 

The General Referral and information Index was an index 

to community • social resources and services, and women's 

rights, based on oft-received requests for information from 

the Council. The Urgent Action file was a listof issues 

. and .probiems . that required the immediate intervention of New 

women to-, protect their interests. The Network 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Brunswick 



file included a list of persons working on issues such as 

day care,- violence, abuse and included groups such as 

government 'departments and resource persons. The Advisory 

Council file included•statistics on New Bunswick women, and 

conclusions and facts from research reports on the Council. 

	

Six 	terminals 	',ers 	located at Nepisiquit Public 

	

Library,. 	Ba,thurstg Edmundston Public Library, .Carrefour 

L'Assomption, Edmundstong Women's Center, 135 Henry St., . 

Newcast  1. s 	Legislative Library, Queen St., Frederictong 

ACSW, 386 	George St.', Monctong and Federation des Dames 

d'AcEtdie, 	12 Roseberry St., Campbellton, N.B. • There were 

two further locations at Saint John at the Public i.ibrary 

and the NBTel Phone Center, Brunlfflick Square which were part 

of the NBTel's field trial. 	This 	;3  the only fully 

bilingual datallal..5e.: 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization 

Telidon was found to be more helpful than e•pected. 

First, one of the main goals of developing content was to 

get women's groups working together. 	Second, it focused 

media attention on the issues of women and the Council . 

because of the fact that it was a• new technology. 	hi. rd  

technology 	had 	been 	introduced 	to 	women. 	Formerly 

technology had  L:) San  painted as a problem for women, but now 

some of the benefits coUld be seen a5 	 Fourth., the 

ç3ra.pilics were pleasing 1.4hich encourag E.? d people t...o coma 

loc)king 	 nfor ma•tion. 	Fi f th „ 	rie., w 	id e a. 	C: Li CI 	b 

exploited by Telidon for example, ACSW took the lead on the 

1ssue of 'developing kindergartens • in the province, "they 
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sprung up like mushrooms 	.L J.  over the'Province." Telidon 

could be instrumental in getting a quick response to public 

iSsues. 

Telidon 	was 	able 	• o 	provide 	practical, useful 

information, i.e., the procedure required for women to 

change their name.  bock  to their  moi don  nome, legal questions 

and services, crisis centers, Human Rights Commissi. on, how 

to go about . getting a job, and specific information for 

retraining of women. Some of this information w os  not 

newsworthy and was not appropriate for a newsletter, but 

would  of ton be the subject of inquiry. Such information 

once placed in the database could be accessed over and over 

an J  thus reduce the nUmber of telephone calls to the ACSW. 

This same information placed in a newsletter would be thr'own 

out and th us. be accessable for only a short time. 

g. Limitations of Telidon -System  as  Imglemented 

The following limitations. were identified. - Very little 

information could be put on each page. Basically, only ane 

point could be. made per page which required an•ability to 

condense information in a process similar to advertdzing. 

It also required that attention be paid  fo  continuity from 

one point to - the next. An attempt was made to achieve some 

continuity by the use of graphics for example, keeping the 

col ors the some  for connected pages. Also, repetitive logos 

and borders were eliminated to allow the reader to 4: 0CLA5 on 

information. 

Another limitation was the time taken  'f or the graphic 

11 -nt reople empected  the  picture to come up 1..; 



quickly as .on television. This limitation was particularly 

noticeable because the host computer had to . .be accessed via 

tel aphone  lines since it was located in Saint John. It al se 

had an impact on costs because the long  di. stance  charges had 

to be paid out of their budget. ' • 

The tree structure as learned  ah  Loyalist.College was 

ol...tncl to  requi ra too 	n y  i.  nciaxes whi c 	‹:annoy n „ 	A 

cli f er 	t.r ae 	s 	c: ture 	was 	used based on NBTel's 

experience. 

In respect to page creation, editing was found to be 

slow. 	In fact, it was faster to do the whole page over 

ratheri: han trying to correct it. • • 

In respect to the system as a whole, the database still 

was not very accessible since there were very few terminals. 

' "In the original proposal 12 terminals were'reqUested but 

-there were only enough funds for à terminals which were 

placed in public areas. In contrast, :1. 'h  was estimated that 

there were about 450 womerCs groups in New Brunswick  of 

which 200 had been targeted for involvement. A further 

limitation was the small size of the database composed of 

• 

about 350 English pages which were  than  translated  into 

French  for a total of approximately 700 pages. 

' It would have been helpful to have a printer attached 

to the terminals. SO that a hard copy could have been . 

obtained. 	Particularly since the terminals were in public 

places and people often did not have writing materials With. 

them  'ho note specific information such as addresses. • 



h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation  

Several 	problems were encountered implementing the 

project which resulted in time delays and considerable 

frustration 	The IFS di cl  not arrive until the end of 

October, 1982 even though it was expected for September 1. 

• 

The terminals were placed in january 1983 instead of October 

1982 as planned. The project manager teL 	the five out of 

•own locations during January and found that three out of 

the five  • e • minals 'ore  not working. Since the translation 

into French had to depend on a free lance translator, there 

was always a backlog. 

It was  found that five days training in page creation 

was  not enough and that it took three weeks just to learn to 

use the machine efficiently. Another problem in the page 

creation process w as  related  tri the fact that the project-

was centred in Moncton while the host computer was in. Saint 

John. 	This meant that the pages were created, stored on 
L. 	( 	p 

?1-1,1146-dy 

disks, sent to Saint John and there loaded on the computer. 

This was particularly slow for updating and editing since 

they would have to get the disk back in order to make the 

changes. 	It should be noted however, that the IPS never 

broke down. 

The result of these time delays was that by the time 

the database was. ta be complete, there Would be litte time 

for public viewing. It was  strongly felt that the contract 

time wos toc: short. 

• 



i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers 

The project teaM and the chairperson of the ACSW Were 

very strongly in support of Telidon. Their main concern  '. as 

that 	their work of  ni ne  months should not be wasted 

especially since it showed considerable promise. 

This support was echoed in their disappointment of only 

receiving $50,000 of which half went to NBTel. Ori -ginally 

they thought the contract would be for $250,000 as was 

indicated by the RFP. 

ii) Users 

In 	order 	to 	get 	feedback 	from 	users, . brief 

questionnaires had  l: sen  left beside the terMinals. The 

returns were generally qui te positive. It had been planned 

t. C: have a focus group of users however, on the day of the 

I  nterview 'there was a freezing rain .  and they could not drive 

to Moncton. Instead, a teleconference was arranged with 

three persons who -were responsible +or the terminals in the 

remote locations. They reported that,most of the people who 

, had used the terminals  lied  been quite excited and pleased 

with Tell don. 

Several concerns were expressed. Basically  the 	was 

not enough information in the database (even less for the 

French version) and it was not up  to  date (,:...?nough li  "people 

whe wanted information thought  :1, 'L  was an instill:. to their 

I  ntelligence." For example, there was nothing in the 

le 
database in relation te; net 	women, WomerCs Centres were 

listed but there was nothing on what they were doing nor  di cl  
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it list contact persons. Another example . was a lady who  was 

Looking 	for more • than just common knowledge, i.e. on 

subjects such , as abduction, .wife battering, legal 

I  nformation and sexùal harassment in the workplace. It was 

thought that such information -ought to be available on 

Telidon. 	This raised an interesting question of what 

information should not go on Telidon7 	The concern over 

:i cc:!.  responsibility wau s  raised. 

Problems with the tree structure were found in that if 

one wanted to return to a previous page, they had to go all 

the way back to the menu unless they had jotted down the 

indivdual page number« They 'thought 'it would be best if 

they could go directly tô  the  subject rather.than having to 

go through the menu. 

It was noted that it seemed to• take a long.time to make 

changes or updates and that not much could be written on 

each page, "I have worked on computers before (Air Canada) 

where the whole page was full." Another critique was "the 

up te datedness of Telidon cou]. cl  be especially useful, 'but 

if it is not updated and current then it is not much  use 

 I'm sorry• if it  dl cl  not work out as well as we had hoped." 

The following letter was sent to the project team from 

one of the users who had a terminal in their Centre. Since 

this.  was the only project to provide : user feedback, and 

since the letter presented their concerne  -clearlY and 

concisely it will be reproduced in full. 	It was dated 

• February 11, 1983. 
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After 	speaking 	to 	you 	this 	week via 

telephone, I spoke with my staff 'to get their . 

 opinions on the pro's and con 's of Telidon and 

this is what we foundr. '•- 

,To begin with the concept of Telidon is a 

good one, that is linking cl 1. the women's. resource 

centres a • ou • d the province and informing women of 

issues. 

We do feel however, that there is room for. 

improvement in -some areas. To begin with we felt 
•• at an  alphabetical index  would be better than 

the prsent index. For example :1. 1:  would be easier 

td go direcly to the subject of abuse, rather than 

scanning through the General Referral and 

information index„ then searching through that and 

finally reaching the subject you want -, in this 

case abuse. This is time consuming, especially if 

the person using it' is doing it on lunch hour, 

after work, etc. 

We  also feel the inforMation is not detailed 

enough, we have a lot of Women's centres listed, • 

but there is no information on what . they.are 

working,  on 	etc. 	Many times you ,  suggest that 

people contact government offices, for example The 

N.D. Dept. of Health for mbre information, only to 
have omitted the mailing address and the key 

person. 

Under the section an rape there 	qui te a 

bit written on myth and fact, but what we really 

'.en t.  to see here are the new amendments  tu the 

sexual assault lawS under section C-127 of,the 

Criminal Code , Section •• 12 •  will also affect the 

battered wife and abused children. This is the 

kind of information we want.to be able to put our 

hands on. 

I believe I mentioned to you on the tel  ephone 

 that I  roui. ci  find no information for Native'Women. 

We have ha ct . a nuMber of native women 'come ta our 

centre and 'A'S have three.  Indian reserves that have 

access to this telidon. 

In summary, we :feel Telidon could play the 

key" factor in improving the status of women across 

New Brunswick, just by keeping them informed.. We 

really want to see this project work• and not just 

be turned out to pasture after a few months as 
being unworkable and unfeasible. 

We 'hope to be with you  on  March 2nd to. 
discuss Telidon with - - you and the representative 
from Ontario. 

The incomplete database was partly a result of letting 

people see the database'as it was being develeped, but more 
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importantly, expectations appeared to be raised to a level 

whi ch  could not be met in such a short contract period.- 

' Nonetheless, it should be repeated that the users were 

basically pleased with Telidon but wanted more. An 

I ndication -of this desire was the fact that they enquired if 

they could have access to other Telidon databanks in Canada. 

j.  (Future)  Funding Prospects and Alternatives 

The Telidon system  ''as  thought useful enough to look 

for future funding however, since ACSW  ''as a governmental 

agency its purview was limited.  •  At the time of the last 

interview the N.B. Government  'as  not going to include . 

> sufficient funding in their budget for Telidon. 

Arrangements were _being made for the researcher to continue 

until September 1993 as a replacement for a staff member who 

 was going on maternity leave. There w as  also a possibility 

that she would be able to continue on a part-time basis 

which would mean that the database could be updated. A 

funding request was made to the Secretary of State but so 

far there was no indication of a positive response. 

The alternatives to the Telidon system would be to . rely 

on the telephone to answer inquiries, newsletters  for short 

term news and pamphlets for more  stable information. 

k. Impact of. PIP on Sponsoring Organization  

the Major'• impact Wu1.55 .  'to bring a good deal of public . ' 

awareness to the organization • and  to women's issues. It 

also was a stimulus - for a number of women's groups to work 

together. 	The development. of the  database' will have a 

lasting affect„ probably far in excess of  1 ts decay. 



1. Concluding Comments: Evaluation  

	

The documentation indicates that the activities  iere 	"- 

consistent 	ii th  the. objectives Of  PIF. A database . had been 

established  i  although, not extensive enough in the opinion 

of the users and of this evaluator. If funds are not found 
I 

for support, the .database would decay relatively quickly 

especially. for such items as "Who ''s working on ... 	Again, 

the 	project 	has demonstrated within the limits of a 

beginning 	database, the usefulness of Telidon„ but it 

appears that it has not reached its critical mass for its- .  

sponsoring organization at this time in its development. 

This was the only fully bilingual database and tpe 	only 

project that was able to provide users for interviewing. 

• 
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B. NATIVES 

There were two :projects relating to natives, 1) The Northern 

Native Broadcasting Telidon. Project, Whitehorse, Yukon 

Territory, and 2) F.S.I.N. Telidon, Saskatoon, SaSkatchewan. 

1. NORTHERN NATIVE BROADCASTING TELIDON PROJECT 

• The 	Sponsoring 	organization 	was 	Northern Native 

Broadcasting, Yukon Territory. 

a. Purpose of Sponsoring Organization  

The purpose of the  sponsoring nroanization, Northern 

Native Broadcating, Yukon 9  was given in thé original 

proposal as follows 

• 
From 	the Constitution 	To establish and 

carry 	on- 	a 	non-profit 	broadcasting - and 

communications operation +or «people of native 

ancestry primarily in the Yukon  Territory. - (1902 4 

 p. 1) . 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract  

The 	general 	objeCtives• 	were 	stated 	in 	the 

Implementation Schedule of the Contract as follows 

The Applicant shall, 	implement the ... 

project to be called "Northern Native Broadcasting 

Telidon Project" 	hi ch  shall, consist of pages • 

published for the pur-- pose 

improving communications services for people 

of -native ancestry in thé Yukon Terri tory, by 

providing information about business; 

government; 	education; 	services; 	and general 

events. 	(1902 4  p. 2) 

The pages 	iere to include:1 	1) Business, 2) Social 

Services, 3) Community News, 4) Regulations, 5) Careers, 6) 

Education,' 7) Consumer Services, 0) Travel, 9) Available • 
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Services, 10) General Information. 

c. Objectives as Identified During Interviews 

The main objective for this trial prolect was  ho  learn 

about thé potential of the Telidon system, determine how  :1. t.  

beSt apply to the Yukon, train staff in its operation 

and arrange for the extension of its service to  .:i :1  Yukon 

communities. 	To be more specific, PIP was being used as a • 

learning experience 

1) To find out what was involved in a Telidon system,. 

what  j. t.  could do for the Organization and ho  become trained 

in its oberation. It was an opportunity to plan its 

development and growth based on experience before making a 

commitment to the type of technology to utili . ze. 

Fo  educate community members to understand what 

was and what  :j. 1::.  could do for them, .for example, how 

to uSe visuals. 	To that point, most of the Communication 

was by telephone whereas . sometimes a visual presentation was 

. i7leeded. This. educational process was dependent upon having 

a .  System and a database to demonstrate to the local 

community. 

• 3) To develop a database and to determine what areas 

were most important and useful for natives and the Yukon. 

4) To learn how to translate existing material into the 

Telidon format. 	This was seen as a major obstacle because 

Mt:1S t information was originally oriented to the print 

medium. 	This information then needed  to  be edited down tb a 

page format which reguired judgements as to what to include 

and 	exclude. 	Much 	of 	the 	content  was  specialized 
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information j. o. 	the law. 	There 	as a difficulty 

getting people to take the time to explain their.specialized 

information and to work with the project teach. The  project 

team was discovering that information givers needed to learn 

the medium• and how to prepare information for it. Some did 

not see the relevance and importance since they were busy . 

with their own job. 	It was thought that a terminal wa s . 

needed on location so that community members could see the 

outcome of their.wor 

d. System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software:  

The system had to stand  al one  since there was no field 

trial on whiOh to piggy back. It was hoped that this system 

could stand as an example of a low . cost independent system.. 

in 

model, a Norpak GO1000 (709). 	A graphics tablet was not 

,included much to.the dismay of the artist. In the contract 

j. 1::.  was established that the host computer system would be 

based on -  a Tavson IBM!; however, it was not available. 

it
Instead, two Apple microcomputers with KRMIC software were 

on order at the Li me  of the second interview. At that time, 

February 22, 1983, the telephone lines were in place to four 

communities and Whitehorse and one of the fi vo  AEL Microtel 

(VTX202) user terminals had arrived. It was hoped that all -

of the equipment would be in place prior to the termination 

date of the contract which was March 31, 1983. If  was also 

hoped that the contract could ' be extended until at least 

june, 1983. . 
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ii) Personnel: 

The project team was composed of t. 'ci  persons, the 

project manager Who had experience in both journalism and. 

television, • and • a page creator who was a young native Yukon 

artist:; Both- of them had received five day5 training at 

Dominion Directory, Vancouver, B.C. 

e. Activities 

The primary target was the approximate 5,000 native 

Yukon population. 	The secondary target was the approximate 

- 24,000 Yukon population and commercial interests which may, 

• sometime in the future, provide the economic foundation for 

a continuing service. 

About 2S0 	IrIi had been created at the time of the 

second interview with the expectation that 400 would be 

completed by March 31, 1903 provided there were no more • 

equipment failures. 

Information 	had 	been develoPed concerning Airline 

SchedUles (very important for the North);; Bus Schedules!1 Fur 

•Trappingg 	::r:. '.::cc; 	regulations, auction dates and grading 

informationL Native Products 	,materials, leathers & furs, 

notions, how  tri  order materials. Since the arrival date of 

the— computer system was undetermined, the major ,  emphasis of 

page creation was ta develop relatively stable materials. 

• The. most recent activity was putting on a course for the 

Yukon Vocational and Training Centre which was expected to 

include 30 pages. Some  demonstration pages for advertising 

had been  clone .' 
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• f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization  

The 	purpose 	of 	the 	sponsoring organization Was 

communications and since Telidon was a-communications medium 

there -  ras a good fit. 	In the North there were little 

pockets of communities. 	Their communication was by road, 

telephone', 	radio 	(n.B.C. National 	plus _a • Whitehorse 

orientation), 	television 	brought in by satellite, and 

newspapers (The Whitehorse Star publishes three times per 

week). There was a problem obtaining up-to-date local 

information in the remote communities regarding business and 

government activities for example, contracts on bu5h 

cutting. 	Much of the information was sporadic and by word 

of mouth. It ras thought that Telidon could provide current 

information to contact personS in the remote communities. 

"The North does not have a high-level information 'stream 

like persons •  in the South." Yelidon could also help people • 

in Whitehorse know rhëitt .  else was going  on in the Yukon. 

Telidon was seen as a unique 'medium  for a very meaningful .  

• 

service - on line 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. • . 

g. Limitations of Telidon System as Implemented 

T.11:e_n2Iftm_had  not been imprementezd_. 

The page creation system (OC1000) was found to be slow, 

have limited memory which excluded animation, and to be 

inconvenient. for paoe . retrieval. The beginning 

implementation was to be a one-way system with the 

possibility that it could become a fully integrated two-way 

computer based system sometime in the 1 onger term- 
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h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation 

non-delivery of equipment. 	The OC1000 'continually crashed 

and at one point was  down for three weeks. The Apple 

computers and the FORMIC software had still not arrived at 

the time of the second interview. 

i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System  

i) Information Providers: 

The project -  team  'as  "overwhelmed by the potential of 

Telidon" but were becoming somewhat impatient with the lack 

of the needed'equipment. 

ii) Users: 

There were no users. 

Future: Funding Prosgects and Alternatives 

Northern Native Broadcasting was not able to fund 

Telidan in it5 present state of development. Further 

funding for developaient was required.' Enquiries were being 

made 	:1 t. 	the Serretary of State and the Department of 

Indian 	and ' Northern Development 	however, no positive 

£(\, 
e  respon5e had been received:to that point. 
M ------„,, 

\ 	
it was also hoped that the Department of Communication 

would continue funding the praject since they were working 

in a unique area 	The system could be a model for an  

in-house corporate information system that required both . 

 graphics and  tex t. "Once we have a system up and running 

for demonstration  for  groups we may be able to get funding 

but at this time  ai l we  1 ave to go with - is confusion." 

3 . 
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k. Imgact of PIP on Sgonsoring Organization  

The PIP project had engendered considerable excitment 

with.its potential. 

1. Concliading Comments: Evaluation  

The activities, objectives of the PIP project, purpose . 

 of the sponsoring organi:zation and the objectives of PIP 

'were consistent. This project has the potential to 

demonstrate a relatively small stand 	al one system. It will 

be very interesting to see :1 t:.  implementation. It will also 

require further funding in order to develop a database that 

can  1::: c:  demonstrated. 

• 

• 
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2. F.S.I.N. TELIDON 

The sponsoring organization +or - this project was the 

Federation of SaskatcheWan Indian Nations with offices at 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

a. Purpose of SPonsoring Organi .zation  

The pur- pose of . the sponsoring organj:zation  vies  outlined 

in the original proposal •or the PIP projectg 

The Federation of Sa katchewan' Indians (F8I) 

is 	a 	non-profi-t corporation, with tax-exempt 

status. 	It is a member organization of the 

National 	Indian 	Brotherhood. 	• It 	i 	the 

representation 	organization 	of 	soins 	50,000 

):)ene/Dakota/Cree and other registered Indians of 

the Province of Saskatchewan. It receives funding 

from several 	:1. -a  of the Federal government, 

from 	the government of Saskatchewan and from 

private foundations, trusts and corporate donors. 

In April, 1981, in a landmark agreement, the 

government of Saskatchewan ,formally recognized 

••at the FSI was the principal representative 

. organization of the Indians • of SaskatcheWan and 

that, as such, it . had '"governmental" functions. 

In the last decade the' FSI has begun to 

implement a systematic plan of development; 

1. to recover the integrity of the Indian' 

landbase; 

2. to restore the Indian culture; 

3. to build up ah Indian education system which 

now includes 

a) a cultural college; 

b) a vocational community college; 

c) a university college accredited by the 

University of Regina; 

d) a network of primary schools and high 

schools; 

e) mobile classrooms and workshops; 

f) educational pUblishing and audioLvisual, 

. technical resource groups; 

4, 	local, district and regidnal administrative 

and governmental centres under the control ,of 

the chiefs; 

5. economic development and resource management 

groups; 

6. a development corporation; 

• 7 	social support agencies; 

8 , 	a communications unit. 	• 

Most of the Indian institUtions necessary +or • 
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development are in place. 	The • FSI's principal 

objective in the 1980s is to integrate the local', 

district and regional ceements of these 

institutions and to gear up their productivity. 

The economic aspects of this integrated plan is 

based on the dual concept of; a) self-reliance for 

* •the individual ' communities together with, • b) 
dynaffiic, equity participation in the provincial, 

national and international econoades. (August 14, 

1901, p- 6-8) 

b. Objectives as Stated  in the Contract  

The 	general 	objectives 	were • stated 	in 	the 

implementation Schedule of the Contract as follows 

• 

The applicant shall,' 	... 	implement the ... 

proiect to be called F.S.I.N. Telidon which shall 

. consist of 1600 pages published for the purpese 

of g . 

meeting 	specific information needs of 69 

Indian Bands and Communities in Saskatchewan' by 

providing 	information 	about: g 	induStries; 

industrial 	and community - economic .development„ 

continuing 	education; 	health 	education; 	and 

medical programs. 	(1982, p. 2) 

The pages were to include:: 1) internal administrative 

system of FSI in prince Albert, . Regina and Saskatoon; 

Directory of services, Database, Centralized accounting and 

integrated administration of all allied institutions, 2) 

Sinco 	Development 	Corp; inventory, Schedules, Markets, 

.11•• 

• 

, Invoices, • Coordination of economic planning and development 

projects, 3) DireCtory of Services of Regional, District and 

local colleges and schools; instruction on specific topics, 

auxiliary te-.cher aid e , 4) Diagnostic aid for community 

health centres; health education in nutrition and 

sanitation, preventive health information, identification of 

drug abuse. 
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C.  Objectives as Identified During Interviews' 

The 	project 	manager provided the following three 

cljectives for the PIP project 

	

1. 	To gain a working knowledge of the Telidon technology, 

including the training of persons in page creation, 

proper message preparation for this medium and the 

acquisition 9 -F•technical expertise in the setting.up 

and maintenance of a Telidon data base. 

The creation of là00 pages of videotex information to 

form a part of Bask Te Us Pathfinder Data Base. 

	

3. 	Conduct a 'three month fi:eld trial of the Telidon system 

. vis a vis ite applicabÙity to the information and 

education needs of the 'Indian population of 

Saskatchewan. As well as astess Telidon's possible 

• future commercial potential. 

di,; System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software:  

The 	system included one  Nor [:'if.::  IFS 2 	(éJ99) 	Page 

Creation Terminal. 	The contract plan was to be part of • 

Phase II of the SaskTel Pathfinder Field Trial starting 

December 1902 until March 31, 1983. Unfortunately, Phase II 

was delayed in its starting date until March 31, 1983 which 

. effectively abolished the field trial per 	of the project 

since  :1. te  termination date was also March 31, 1983. 

g
As part of the field trial it was expected to have 15 

terminal 	one in each of seven districts, one in each of 



second interview dated February 1983 they •had nine 

on October 1982. 	Two page .creators were trained  al.:  1 11 

and Recreation, 

three 'coll(i:?ges„ one in each of three F.S.1. offices, one at 

SINCO and one with the Telidon-proiect. With the aborted 

- field trial they had to scrounge for tarminals. It was 

hoped that  al:  least hine could be obtained. As of the 

decoders, four Electrohome ROB monitors», nine ROB cables and 

keYpads 	hut.no mndems withont which  none of the above 	coul (:1  

ii) Personnel: 

The. contract was dated- June 17, 1982. 	The first 

project manager left the project and a new manager took over 

Dominion Directory, Vancouver, B.C. 	One of these page 

creators left the project in the fall and  'as  replaced .  by a 

graphics artist from the Univerity of Saskatchewan. For 

about one mOnth in the fall. an  ,editor was employed. 

However, si r. the PIP contract did not Cover - the cost, and 

the FSI budget  ecame very tight, she had to be.laid off 

much to the disappointment of the•project staf+. It was 

• 

believed that the lack of an editor was  one of the reasons 

why the number cif expected pages had to be,reduced from 1600 

to 7(10. 

e. Activities 

There was a well thought out plan for the development 

of the data base. 	There were seven major headings 	1) 

:1. on 	of 	Saskatchewan 	Indian Nations, 2) Indian 

EcOnomiC Development . , 3) 'Indian Education, 4) Indian Culture 

Community Hea 1 th and Welfare, 6) Indian 
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accessing 

Home and Family, and 7) FSIM Telidon. 

One of the most interesting ideas was to use this new 

technological 	medium 	to help preserve the 'past. ' For 

example, several Indian legends were.being developed +or the 

system 	as part of the contribution from the Cultural 

College. 	One was the Saulteaux Legend of Manabush and the 

Muskrat. 	Another use of Telidon was to describe geological 

fault and +old traps to Melp Sand members understand the 

seismic process in oil exploration. 

It had also been planned to have a cloSed user group 

including the district offices which would provide program.  

budgets, FSIN policy statements, new and amended directives, 

band and district policies and communiques. . ' 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization 	 . 

	

•Telidon was thought to'be useful for directory type  of 	- 

I  nformation that ,one would •want not too frequently, but 

would make use of the updating facility. Information in 

respect to cardio pulmenary resuscitation or poison control 

were given as examples. It was also thought that Education 

could make good use of Telidon although, "it would be hard 

to read for long periods of time and would likely cause eye 

Its 	slowness in developing graphics and in 

the database would tend to make it boring. 	"If :1, t.  

could increase the on 	characteristics it would be 

better, i.e., similar to Apple Graphics." 



Limitations of Telidon  System as Imglemented 

was seen as a partial technology. Telidon Two way • 
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• 

interactive 	ystems were seen a5 the way of the future with 

low cost computers communicating via glass fibre optics. 

For sending graphi.c messages Telidon was seen.as one of the 

best ways but the speed o-Ecommunication.had to change. The 

buildup of the graphic image took too long, and the tree 

structure for data access was too slow. Also, it was 

believed that people would not be willing to pay for Telidon 

until the costs were considerably reduced. The resOlution 

of an ordinary T.V. set was not up to the standard for 

'computer- graphics. Updating was a slow process. It  'as 

 thougt that variables should be able to be entered whlCh 

would allow for rotation and animati.on. Global search 

should be available. 

h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation  

A 	number 	of problems were encountered. 	From an 

organizational standpoint, the Federation of Saskatchewan 

Indian Nations went through a very trying period when their - 

organization shrunk from a staff of 300 to approximately 70. 

A new Provincial Government was elected with a resulting 

review of contracts and a delay in quarterly payments. The 

Federation had heavily invested in the Aboriginal Rights 

issue. 	It was very disappointing to the project staff 

• 
because, "what we had as an organization was ideal for 

testing the technology." 

From a technical standpoint., there were a number of 

problems including a month .  1 ong •reakdown of the IFS  (the 
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graphics wedge never did work), the delayed field trial. the 

scrounging +or equipment, and the project staff turnover. 

i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers: 

Basically, 	the .information 	providers 	were 	very 

• disappointed with the lack of a field trial and the many 

uncertainties 	for 	the 	future. 	Their 	morale 	was 

, 

understandably very low .. 

ii) Users: 

There were no user s. 

j. Future: Funding Prospects and Alternatives  • 

At the time of .the second visit an attempt  ','as  being 

made to find a new home for the Telidon project. It was 

thought that the Saskatchewan Indian Community- College might 

b •  the best .possibility because Telidon »would have', -an 

immediate application. in its educational programme. It 

would also provide visibility and give other areas time to 

develop their applications. At the Community College  i. t. 

 would still come under the auspices of FSIN. • One of the 

immediate applications  mes  for distance education, 

particularly upgrading for the levels of grades 0 to 10. 

Many other courses could  e]. CO  be developed i.e., mechanics. 

There  iere no definite sources far funding at that time. It 

' was  hoped that DOC would- provide  et  least six month's 

transitional funding. 

An alternative for the closed user group, the District 

and 	Band  Of 	would likely be a computer network 

sometime in the future. 
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k. Imgact-o+ PIP on Sgonsoring Organization  

Even though this was one of the largest  PIF  projects, 

it 	appeared 	th et 	there 	was 	minimal impact on the 

organization. 	The large amount of restructuring, project 

staff turnover, and the lack of a field trial no doubt 

detracted from the project. 

1. Conéluding Comments: Evaluation  

At the outset this was a \;ery promising project. Its 

pôtential has yet to.be realized. Unless a field trial is 

established, 	its 	potential 	':i 11.  not be demonstrated. 

Funding will be required  et  least for a field trial. 

• 
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C. DISABLED 

gThere wer •  two projects relating to the disabled, 1) 

INFODATA 	sponsored 	hy the ,Ontario Federation for the 

Cerebral Palsied located at Toronto, and 2) . AGORA, centred 

at Universite du Quebeé à Montreal. Since Agora'has a 1 1/2 

year cpntract and ;:i. 11  be eValuated by the GAMMA group 

located at the University of Montreal, it will only be 

introduced in this evaluation. 

1. 	INFODATA 

The Ontario Federation for - the Cerebral Palsied (OFCP) 

was founded in 1947  'i th  three parent groupS. It had groin 

to include 50 member groups in 1992. In the Annual Report 

the Executive Director included the following statement 

which explained the nature of the organization. 

Treatment centres operated by member groups 

in the late 40's provided progrmm specifically - 

for children with • Cerebral 'Palsy. In 1962, 

prograMs ayailable in numerous proiects across the 
province, •serve persons with 'a wide variety of 

dïsabilities. In the beginning, the membership 
was mainly comprised of parents of children  ii th 

 Cerebral Palsy ... todays— membership includes 

representation from every segment of the 
population -- parents, the disabled, the medical 
profession, educators, business and -government. 

It would be difficult to estimate the number of 
vol  unteers  that were involved during the early 

• yearsU if it were possible, I-am sure that the 
. figure would fall far short of the over 0,000 who 
were involved in Federation activites this past 
year. (1982, p.2) 

a. Purgose of Sgonsoring Organization  

The purpose of OFCP was'outldned in a pamphlet which 

desCribed the organization as 

O  
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- a voluntary, provincial non-profit organization, 

committed to  servi nu and working with the disabled in 

*the areas of 

--equality of programs, services  <  facilities for all 

physically & multiply-disabled, 

- 	education & employment opportunities, 

--prevention & professional awareness of the diSabled, 
--funding  for  applied research programs, hospital birth 

equipment and scholarships. 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract  

The objectives'as stated in the contract appear on page 

2 of the implementation schedule which stated 

The Applicant shall 	... 	implement the ... 

project to be callffll- "INFODATA" which shall 

consist of 750 pages published for the purpose of 
improving the quality of life for the physically 
diSabled by providing information about servi Ces, 

programs. 	(1982, p.2) 

	

The pages were to include inf ormat.ion C h F.....?rning: 	1) 

D I  rT Li  Il 	es„ 	2) 	Aid 1E1 	and 	Devices, 	75) 	Mobility, 	4) 

Recreation, 5) Accessibility, 6) Independent Living and 7) 

Interpersonal Relations. 

.Software was also required for the Apple II 

microcomputers which were to act as nodes for the beginning 

computer network. This meant that each database of  each  

mode would have to mesh with the provincial database. 

c. Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

The primary objective was to develop a communication 

network among member agencies. This network was tO include 

a provincial database located at the OFCP office. It was to 

include an Apple II computer with a fixed disk which would 

have a capacity +or a 3 ,000 page database. The four nodes 



would be Apple II computers  !I 1 th  floppy disks and be located 

in Markham, Hamilton, Brantford and Holland Centre. 

The second objective was to develop communication with 

the community at large to increase the community awareness - 

of the needs of the handicapped wi:th particular emphasis on 

. accessibility to buildings and services. 

The third objective  vas. for  fund raising. 

. The fourth objective was to provide training +or the 

• handicapped in the use of Telidon with the possibility of 

the disabled being able to obtain employment in this 

electronics field. 

The fifth and last objerfive. was to uso Telidon as an 

ai cri  for independent living :like a prosthetic  ai cl 

d. System Configuration  

I) Hardware and Software: 

The contract provided one -Norpak IPS 2 (699) Page 

Creation Terminal an loan to March 31„ -  1903. The five Apple 

I14.'s were bought by the facilities ,and not thé PIP Project. 	. 

One of those Apples was dedicated . to Telidon and thé others 

were general pur pose .computers,that would also be used for 

the Telidon network. A five megabyte Cor vus fixed disk was 

to provide thé storage *for the main provincial database. 

Five 1200 baud modems with auto answer, auto dial made by 

Novation had . been Purchased, and five Electrohome col or 

monitors and five Mark II decoders from Norpak had been 

obtained on loan. 

. 	 1

After initial consideration of the Telidon Board made 

bY Norpak for the Apple, it was rejected because of the low 
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resolution. 	It was eventuarly decided to use the software 

by FORMIC. 	By 	the second interview (March 10„ 1983) the 

Formic software. 'as in place to the extent that 'pages could 

be created even though they coUld not be edited.  FORMIC had 

promised to have the editing package avadlable within 35 

days. 

It was expected that OFCP would continue to be involved 

with the Ontario Education Communication Authority (OECA, 

TV-Ontario). 

ii) Personnel:  

None of the personnel were provided by the PIP project. 

There was no need for training as the personnel had already 

• been trained under the field trial with OECA. 

The project group was made up of a Project Director, a 

Project Manager, three persons who were hired under the 

Canada Community Development Program (CUP) through the 

Canada EmployMent and Immigration Commission (CEIC), and a 

fourth persan who was donating his time until. a program 

cou? ci  be arranged to pay him. All of the employees were 

disabled. One was hearing handicapped and one used a mouth 

stick with a specially modified "custom" toggle shift key on 

the Apple. The present working  croup  was funded until the 

end of January 31, 1984. 

e. Activities 

OFCP has been .actively involved with Telidon  'for 2 1/2 

years. 	They - started with a volunteer committee with TV 

Ontario. 	Altogether it was estimated that 1,000 pages had - 

been created. 	The .main menu +or the database listed the 
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fellowing. items 	1) OFCP Infodata is, 2) •Today's Bulletin, 

OFPH Members, 4) Accessibility, 5) CRCD Members, 6) 

Recreation, 7) Independent Living, 0)- Aids and Devices, and 

9) Disabilities. Example, pages were demonstrated showing 

serVices that were accessible such as ,apartment'blocks, 

educational institutions .and churches. 

In respect to the software, FORMIC had modified the 

software to work with a CORVUS fixed disk. The project 

group had started to establish the structure for the 

databases SO the nodes could intermesh with.the provincial 

base. 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization  

Usefulness for the organization was seen from a number 

of viewpoints. - Firstly, the .  number of disabled was 

estimated to be • at betWeen 10% and 11:Y.,of the population. 

That weuld mean there were about - 000,000 disabled in 

Ontario. 	However, within the organization only 3,000 were 

being served. 	Secondly, the Telidon system was seen as a 	. 

way 'of drawing together the various groups as they learned . 

how to use the technology to their advantage. Thirdly, the 

idea 	of •developing a database which could be updated 

relatively easily was aPpealing for content areas, sUch as 

accessability .  which changed continuously. 	It was also 

thought  use-fui for longer term reference material, such as 

legislation. 	Lastly, the idea of using the disabled to'both 	- 

create pages and, to 'decide what to put on the syStem was 

thought to give the content Of thé database a particular 

slant. 	It would be problem focused from the. viewpoint of • 



was the problem of changing 

standards, that is  -f rom 699 to 709. All their:database was . • 
A 	third limitation 
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• the disabled vs. a Bureaucratic  on  

g. Limitations of Telidon System as Imnlemented  

Several limitations or enhancements were suggested. 

Firstly, a large key pad should be developed +or persans who 

do not have the full use of their hands. 

' Second, a main limitation of the tystem was the iMplied 

philosophy of two 	way communication. However, it was found 

t. ci  be interactive only in the sente that  a per son  could. 1 	' 

rkeee  
requett information whichwas not really.interactive in the 	l e  

full meaning of the word. What they •ere looking  ai:  was a 

need• for an interactive system whereby the nodes could. 

deys]. op.  and create the databates and share those databases 

among the other nodet and the provincial base. 

developed under Mrne. 699 ttandard and they were quettioning 

what was gning to happen in attempting to upgrade to the 709 

• 

standard, to say nothing of NAPLPS. 

Four th, it was a shock to find that when you wanted to 

switch your communication  -f rom  receive to transmit .that they 

actually had to pull plugs to make that switch. That would 

be an insurffiountable obstacle for someone who  di ci  not have 

the  facility tb do same. What was required was an automatic 

gateway system which would not require the pulling of plugs . 

or redialing of a second telephone number. Related to this 

problem they found that in trying to communicate.over . long 

distance 	there were problems with the local telephone 

system. 	They had attempted to access the DOC database but 
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had 	yet to receive a full page without an error "in. 

transmission. At• the present' time they only had one port on 

the 'central office  c: amputer  and they would like to be able 

to  ex tend  that to four ports. 

h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation  

The 	major 	problem - encountered was the delay in 

receiving the software to develop the network. Another 

delay was that the 1200 baud modems were not available until 

late February, and in fact they were still waiting for two 

more ta  be delivered even though it )Alas only three - weeks 

• before the end of the contraCt. 

i. Satisfaction 1.ith the Telidon System  

i) Information Providers. : 

The 	information 	providers 	were —enthusiasticall.y 
	— 

	

developing' the pages. 	It was reported that for corne  this 

14as a.rather unique . experience since the "roll. don  project was 

providing them with a way of expression -that was unavailable 

to them  bof ore In fact, the project group was 

demonstrating that the disabled  cou]. ci  be trained in its use 

, which means  the'!::  it  cou], ci  be a gateway to'future employment. 

ii) Users:  

There were no us ers of this ystem si .nce it had not 

been implemented. 

, . j. Future: Funding Prosgects and Alternatives  ' 

In respect to future funding an application had been 

made 'f or a NEED grant through the CIEC which was  'f or  five 

g
•persons plus a secretary to cover a one year time span. The ' 

CIEC wanted them to take . tweive people.for six months but 
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that "would be a disaster becaUse training a page creator 

takes three months." An application had been made to the 

Apple Computer Company +or equipment grants so that they 

could have Apples dedicated to the Telidon System at each 

network node. 	They would also like to have fixed disks at 

each location. 

It was believed  t. t:  would take at least another year 

bof ors the system would have the potential to be viable:. 

They thought it would take a database of approximately 

10,000 pages for it to show viabi.lity. It was hoped they 

would be able to ccwItim..ke to have a loan of the t: F8 

 eqtairmnent and hoped .  that they could bring in some funds for 

admini.stration. 

If future funding did not come through they  di cl  not 

see 	an alternative to Telidon Since the main 

alternative Would be a hard copy or print medium which for 

many disabled was  an inaccessible system. Telidon wi..th its 

graphics appears more interesting and more user friendly and 

less frightening. User friendliness was thought to be 

particUlarly important for many of the di 	cd  who had not 

had an opportunity to be involved with computers before. 

The last hope for funding was the possibility of 

receiving 	support  'f rom the Ontario Federation fer the 

Physiclly Handicapped (Mar ch of Dimes). 	However 9  their 

really 

funds were continually in demand. It was believed unlikely 

that they would fund a system  uni: :11  it was up and running 

.and could demonstrate  :1 'I:'.  usefulness and viability whdch was 

•at least one year and more likely two years down the.road. 
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k. Impact of PIP on Sponsoring Organization  

The major iMpact of the PIF  grant on the sponsoring 

organization was that of excitement. They were very proud 

of their computer facilities and the IPS.,.It was seen as an 

opportunity 	+or • the disabled community to draw closer 

together and to work to estabiish a better quality of life. 

The sficoni.J .  aspect of the impact was that it was not easy  'f or  • 

a charitable' organzation to stretch 'their resources for 

such a large project. The project manager at that point was 

spending one  dey a week on the project and would "dearly 

love to spend more time.", The PIP monieS were primarily  'for 

capital 	expenditures 	and 'only 10% was set aside for 

administrai on which leq5 not enough. 	 • 

1. _Concluding Comments: Evaluation  

gThis project demonstrates again the consistency of the , 

objectives -  .and the activities as observed. This project has 
, 
, 

a very real poteniial  'f or  developing and improving the 	• . 

quality of life for the disabled. 	The OFCP has been 

involved with Telidon for 2 1/2 years and it is likely that 

they will continue to be involved. The possibility that 

some disabled who were formerly unable tu - be employed and 

who  now  through the use of the.new electronic medium, are 

able to contribute to society is indeed an accomplishment. 

• 



2. AGORA 

AGORA was one of the largest Telidon . +ield trials in • 

seeing the results. 
Wkj 	VIrtPAA... tl-tt% 4f/e-te 
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Canada of which PIP was a part. The contract period was +or 

18 months instead of 9, and-it was close to the half way 

point. 	It was to be evaluated by GAMMA, University of 

Montreal, 	and thus only a little information will be 

presented here to round out the picture of PIP. 

AGORA's page creation facilities were located at the 

Teiematics 	Laboratory, - 	Communication Department, UOAM. 

PIP's contribution was to work (animation) with closed user 

handicapped .  groups 	to 	help 	them 	prepare their own 

inormation materials. In+ormation domains as indi'cated on 

the main menu page for the handicapped included:: •1) Health 

and Social Services, 2) Employment, S) Education, .4) 

Recreation, 5) H(:using, 6) Rehabilitation, and 7 ) General 

(in.for(iiation). 

Another aspect of AGORA was the use of -the Telidon 

medium to bring together those working in  • the area of 

Telematics as user groups. It was expected that a 10 page 

Journal be produced every two weeks by the user groups. 

The Hardware system was a hybrid:: unidirectional, 188 

decoders in homes uE.ing cable televiSion, Telecable 

Videotror“ and bi-directional, 20 integrated user terminals 

in the communitv centres (closed user groups) using 

telephone. 	There was space 'for 20,000 pages on . the computer 

located at Telcable Videotron. • 

This was  a .very exciting project. We look forward to 



D. CONSUMERS  

There were.four projer-ts related to consumers: 1) Food 

and Nutrition Information on Telidon, sponsored• by the 

Nutrition Information SerVice, Learning Resources ( entre, 

Ryerson PolyteChnical Institute at Toronto 2) Automobile 

Protection, sponsored by the Automobile Protection' 

Association, Ottawa 	3) CAA HELP, sponsored by the Canadian 

Automobile -AsSociation, Ottawa, 	and carried out by the 

Toronto Club, Ontario Motor LeagueU and 4) Vancoùvers 

Economic Strategy for the 00s, sponsored by the Vancouver 

Economic Advisory Commission, City of Vancouver. 

1. FOOD AND NUTRITION INFORMATION ON TELIDON 

This -project was sponsored by the Nutrition Information 

Service which was formed in 1979.as an operating part of the 

Ryerson Library with the Seal: to collect and make 

.available infermation on nutrition and related aspects of 

health care, toward .facilitating the preventative health, 

care. 

a. Purpose of Sponsoring Organization, 

The objectives of the Nutrition Information Service 

were a5  fol lotis:  

Provision of, Information 

1. 	To select, collect - and make available information 

on such material by: 

(a) acquiring material through federal, 

. 	provincia l. and municipal government 

departments, as well as private enterprise, 

professional groups and the publishing 

industry in general 

-(b) provision of - a reference and referral service 

using print and electronic communication 

systems. 	• 
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• 	2. 	

(c) acting as a distribution centre +or nutrition 
information.. 

Tc  prepare a catalogue. listing, including some 
reviews, of material available through the 
Nutrition Information Service. 

3. To establish an "Address File" 'for  sources of 
ordering nutrition information. 

4. To promote the sharing of information in nutrition 
and health by providing resource lists, 
bibliographies and reviews etc. 

'I LinkmtLuâ_P17..hgn_gcganiAP'“on5 

1. To foster close aSsociation and co-ordination  vii. th 
 organizations and associations in the fields of 

nutrition and health. 
2. To prepare -a directory of Canadian organizations, 

institutions 9 -associations, companies, et c . who 
are involved in the field of nutrition. 

rj,2]A_P<A2.2rjqng2_for_EvgnPi.°D__5t'AttEulf,gl 

1. 	To provide experience. for Ryerson students w ho  
contribute their time in the Nutrition information 

. Ï73ervice. This experience could  'Lake the form of 
an increased awareness of both the literature and 
the organizations in the . field of•nutrition. 

• 

• 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract  

The objectives as stated in the implementation Schedule 

-of the Contract were:. 

The Applicant shall, 	...implement the ... 
project to be called "Food and Nutrition 
Information on Telidon" which shall consist of TWO 
THOUSAND FOUR ' HUNDRED AND  'T'EN  (2410) pages 

published  'f or the purpose of improving the health . 
of consumers by providing information about: .  Food 
and Nutrition, and access ta such information 
through easily obtainable booklets, pamphlets, 
etc., and games on Telidon. 	(1982, p. 2) 

The pages were to include: 1) Nutrition Games, EngLish, 

2) Nutrition Games, French, and 3) Bibliographic Data Base, 

English. 

• 
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C.  Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

The objectives identified in the interviews were the 

same as 'in. the Contract, 

d. System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software:  

The hardware . consisted of a ViSta IFS 1.5 (699) from 

Northern Telecom via Infamart, an Apple He With 2 floppy 

disk drives, a 710 communications board, a ROB. monitor and a 

Microtel decoder. 	The Apple. had been received only two 

weeks before the second site visit which occured on March 

10„i 1983. It had not yet been connected ta Vista as a 

terminal although that  'es the intention. . 

The software  •  was to be obtained from ASYNC. It was 

required to convert the existing bibliographic 'database of 

soseine 2,000 references for -  pamphietS which were on Ryron es's  •11  

DEC-10. 	The bibliography was to be transferred to the 

Apple, •ormatted +or Telidon .  and then transferred to the 

Vista field trial. . 	 • 	. 

i,i) Personnel: 	 . 

The project team included a project manager, a project 

n 
coordinator, a Nutrition Graduate from Ryerson who took a 20 

hour self-paced training course -f rein Infomart who was the 	, 

page creator. 	In Clanuary, a fourth person to help with the 

data transfer was brought in and was trained . by the page 

creator:, 	 . 

• 
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e. Activities 

The contract  'us  dated September 9, 15'02 and the 

prOject was implemented on October Si , 1902. It was preceded 

by five months Of negotiation between the Sponsor, Infomart 

and DOC. The project proposal  'nos  modified, and then 

changed back to the original idea resulting in considerable 

Can + USion and frustration. In the field of nutrition there 

is a great  cl :i  of irlformettion, some of which is based on 

scientific knowledge, and 5ome is based on folklore which- 

ar may not be helpful. It was thought that by putting may, 

• 

• 

correct information in a naine  format it would attract 

attention . and thus provide a preventative health service. 

In discussion with infomart personnel  :i t:  was  feund that 

software 'as  . in existence for thé game HANGMAN. The object 

of this game waS to guess a word. If the word was not 

guess•d correctly within a certain number of tries, a person 

(symbcdicedly) would be hung. Sirice hanging a person  .as 

 not in keeping with a healthful objective, the name was 

changed to SPACE ..... BYTE and instead of a person being hung„. 

the space .person would turn grey. The space per son would 

gel:  a bite out of an apple if they were correct. Following 

the guessing of a word (a food) the game player would be 

asked if they wanted to' learn more about the food .and if so 

would be taken to a subset of pages cencerning that fond. 

This game was put on Vista on February 11. it had also been 

translated into French but it had not been implemented on 

the system. 

The nutrition information serviCe had cc:!].lectd over 



10,000 pamphlets that dealt with nutrition. In 1901 they 

an "Index of - Free and Inexpensive Food and published 

7:!.  

Nutrition Information Materials" based on a selection of the 

best 2,000 pamphlets. It was thought that this information 

would be of interest to the general public as consumers and 

would be an example of a large database for Telidon. This 

database would require updating on a fairly  'f roquent.  basis. 

Dorders and headers were made in an attempt to make the 

bibliographic entries more appealing. 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization 

order for nutrition information to contribute to 

preventative health, there needed to be a way of attracting 

the pUblics attention. - The vividness of the coi or"  and the 

excellence of the graphics were thought to provide the 

ability to attract attention. ' 

was thought that the updating capacity Of Telidon 

would make it easier to keep the very large bibliographic 

type' database current. The type 'of information was changing 

quite rapidly as ii si  pamphlets were being published from 

many different scolirces. 

g. Limitations of Telidon System as Imglemented  

- Only one game had been implemented, and that one had 

only been on the system  'f or a few weeks. 

The potential for,interactivity whereby consumers could 

order 	the 	pamphlets: directly through the system was 

interesting 	however, that Was not possible and was seen as 

a limitatien. Alphanumeric keyboards were required in arder 

to search and  4 ind data in such a large database. The tree 

r. 

* IL 
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structure  'es  not adequate. 	The slowness with which data 

came up was a problem for libraries and 	was . expected that 

online 	computer 	searches 	would 	be 	more appropriate 

especially for "hard core" information. 

h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation  

A second. game based on the idea of a maze was to have 

been developed, but the software had been taken off the 

Vista system and the no'  package wes  not ready for 

implementation Instead of a second gaie  SPACE-BYTE 

game was enlarged. The translation of this game into French 

was not straight-forward because of the aecents, and the 

differences in such things as the length of the or do 

 two-word answers or hyphenated words. It wes  also found 

that the milestones as specified in the contract iere too . 

• strict. It was !"cf: oc:!  that a third game called "0 Canada" 

• 

could be put on the Vista system, but it was not likely 

unless the contract  '.'as  extended'. 

The IPS sometimes would take a long time carring out 

some. functions such as erasing, and was  thought:to be due to 

power conditions. It was suggested  'Lb ':'L a $600 unit be 

purchased to even out the flow of electricity. 

The software for. the database transfer 	'as  taking 

longer than expected. 	Ail of the necessary equipment had 

arrived, and about SOX of the DEC-10 to Apple transfer 

software had been written. Unfortunately there ','as only 

three weeks left on the PIP contract. 

Another 	problem 	was the continual change in the 

technology wi:th which it was  hard to keep abreast, for 



example, 	the 	retrofit for the 709 standard, no fill 

patterns, and no underline. 	"We often would not find out 

about them except through the grapevine." 

> i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers:. 

. In 	general 	the 	information providers were qui te 

satisfied 	with 	Telidon 	to 	the 	extent it had been 

implemented. UnderStandably, they were frustrated with the 

delays in the i (u1plementation, and with the cOntracting 

process. 

ii) Users: 

There 'were no_ users to be interviewed since they were 

part of the Vista Field Trial. During the week of February 

21-97 there were 742 "Hits" or accesses to the game« • 

j. Future: Funding Prospects and Alternatives  

At. the point of the second visit there were no future 

funding prospect s . in sight. I+ no funding became available 

they would lose the page creators with a great loss in 

expertise. 

Alternatives to 'Telidon such im5 the use of pamphlets 

were not desired alternatives. If the games were translated 

.into a paper and pencil  -format  , they would not be effective 

from a preventative health peint of vie  While the games 

could be programmed +or microcomputers, that would take a 

good deal of development time. 

It was thought that more sheuld be dane to  mai-::e  Telidon 

available in other areas of the educational institution 

in the instruction of students. It was noted that i.e., 
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• Ryerson was involved and committed to developing educational 

applicationS for microcomputers. It  'as  not known whether 

or not a similar commitment could be obtained +or Telidon. 

k. Impact of. PIP on Sponsoring Organization  

The project broUght a lot of curiosity and interest but 

was somewhat inhibited by the lack of a user terminal so 

that they could demonstrate what was being done. The 

 project. ci roui::)  would have liked to have shown their work to 

the President of Ryerson, for example. 

The project took a lot more of the Manaoer's time than 

expected for which there was  not 'adequate funding. While it 

was considered a worthiAhile project in which à lot had been 

learned, if they had to do it over again, they would want a 

• 
more clarification of responsibilities especially with 

the field trial operators. 

1. Concruding Comments: Evaluation  

This Project provided the opportunity to test out the 

use of games developed using Telidon as a preventative 

health measure. It also provided the opportunity to test 

out Telidon's effectiveness wi th a large database of content 

which required continuai. updating. Further,. software was 

being developed to aid- in the transfer of an existing 

electronic database ta a field trial using microcomputers. 

It will .  be very interesting to  sec:' the response of 

users to these applications once fully implemented. The 

objectives of PIP have been Met to the extent possible given 

lot 

• the time frame. 
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2. AUTOMOBILE PROTECTION 

This project was sponsored by the Automobile Protection 

' Association (AP() located at Ottawa. 

-a. Purgose of Sgansoring Organization  

The 	history 	and 	the 	purpose of the sponsoring 

organization can be found in a pamphlet describing the APAg 

The 	orob  il e Pr otec t i on Assoc i at i on i s a 
- non-profit, 	pub' '.::::i. 	J::.  , 	consumer 
founded by Phil Edmonston in 1969 to  :i ci  motorists 
,viitiadzeiA by dishonest or dangerous practices in 
tJ é automobile industry. 

1...ine of Action 
The APA's attack On the incompetente and 

corrupt practices of corporations and private 
,i:.rans,m7::Linrs is twofold:: 	preventive and 

corrective. 

1) 	Preventive Measures 
Pri,or to making any transactions the motorist 

may . consult an APA counsellor concerning the 
quality of various prodUcts and services..‘ Oncë 
aware of a widespread or potentially dangerous .  - 
abuse, the APA will Stage a press cohference to 
alert the public. The APA also exerts pressure on 
the Federal and Provincial Governments- to enact 

and enforce'adequate consumer Pretection 

Corrective Measures 

To assist those who have already suffered 
from questionable practites, the APA takes the 
action appropriate to each case. In most 
instances, this means informing the victim of his 
rights and the proper procedure  to  follow in 
asserting them. 	(APA At Your Service!, p. 2) 

b. Objectives as . Stated. in the Contract  

The 	objectives 	can 	be found on page' 2 of the 

implementation schedule and reads as  'fol]. 

The applicant shall, 	.. ,,  implement  the'
oject ,to be called . "Automobile Protection" which 



was to have received three days training by AsynC. 

Corp., Toronto. 

person 
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shall consist of a minimum of 56 pages and an 
I  nteractive service published for the purpose of 
improving the capability of consumers to make wise 

purchasing decisions  iii. th  respect to automobiles 
and related services by providing information 
about 	automobiles, 	automobile 	defects, 	and 
consumer-help services. 	(1902, p. 2) 

The pages were to include7, 1) interactive action-page 

task, 2) Information pages, and 3)  An 	. 

c. Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

At 	the time of the first on-site Interview, the 

objectives were 'the same as were written in the contract. 

APA hoped to set .themseives Up as a Telidon facility so that 

they wourd not . have to rely on government grants in the 

future. They Would have liked to be included on as many 

field trials as possible. 

-d. System Configuration  

i) .Hardware and Software: 

The hardware consisted of an Apple I,I Plus with 64K 

memory, two floppy disk - drives, an Apple Graphics tablet, a 

Norpak Mark IV (709) decoder, an Electrohome 19 inch RGB 

monitor, and a Hayes Smartmodem 1200. 

The software included the Information Technology Group 

(ITG) page creation system (699) and Asyncg,s Electronic Page 

Manager (EPM). 

ii) Personnel: 

The project team included a project manager and a page 

creator. One par son  was to have reèeived trainfng for five 

days at Loyalist College, Belleville, Ontario and the other 
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e. Activities 

The contract was dated July 12, 1982 and the project' 

began almost immediately. 	The initial thrust was to spend 

the budget to establish the Telidon facility and to create 

qoutr vAmd;! 
an 'enduring database. 	One-half of the contract money w('nt 

to ASYNC to develop the software. 	The Electronic Page 

Manager ŒPM) was the software to handle. the pages and to 

crii.,:?ate .  the structure for accessing the pages which were 

areated using the ITO page creati.on software. 

The 	main 	menu 	page included the following five 

categ(Dries 	I) 	Recommended List. for 1983 Models„ .  2) 

Fantastic Voyage Through a Car, 3) APA Bulletin Board (News  

Service), 4) Consumer Reports' Repair Charts, and 5) I Never 

Heard of the ARA. 

The Fantastic .Voyage .Was a series of 'information pages 

to help acquaint the consumer with the major systems of' an 

automobile. The Consumer RePorts' Repair Charts were to 

include the typical information found in thé magazine. The 

Charts required a good deal of innovation since there .was a 

lot of information to be included on one page. 

f. Usefulness - of Telidan for Organization  

Telidon was seen as an opportunity  tu  increase consumer 

advocacy in the automotive field and to increase public 

awareness of the APA, poSsibly attracting many more 

meMberships. 



1 so „ 	the + told 	tri. aï  s 'o re •at 	di f -F er en t 	stage...? of 

• 
ye  

g. Limitations of Telidon System as Imglemented- 

Several limitations were encountered. One of the major 

items in the contract was not able to be implemented because • 

of limitations of the Vista field trial.. The "I want to 

complain" section required 	nitnteractive facility whereby 

consumer 	could identify their automobile and -the part of 

the automobile which was defective. Since there are over 

•00 models of cars and numerous parts, the numeric keypad 

'hi ch  offered only 10 choices at a time was a considerable 

limitation. Alphanumeric keyboards would be required 

however, even if they would have been available, the 

interactive software was not available on the Vista system 

to handle the input from consumers. Each week printouts 

would •have been sent back to APA for manual -sorting and 

editing which would have been a very cumbersome process for 

building the cemplaint file. One future possibility would 

be for APA to obtain a more powerful computer and to build 

their  on  interactive database, but that would be beyond 

their present fiscal, capabilities. Vista was also seen as 

being very limited, "it's a lot of work to go through for 

on SI. 400 families". • 

Another Limitation was seen as the lack of standards 

for - procedures suCh as headering, as welL-as equipment which 

was not compatible or t'as  - outdated, i.e., b99 standard. 

i alp Si 	ion, 	w h 	h 	won.!. d 	in a I< 	. t 	 t 	 not 

I mpossible, to transport the database. 

The 	ITO 	page 	creation 	software 	presented many 



storage." Also related to cost, the equipment was still 
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limitations. 	Since 	it 	used 	computer 	memory 	very 

inefficiently, it only 1 . eft about 8K with which to work. 'As 

a result of th i5 liMitation, -one picture ,had to be spread 

over several, pages which made - editing very difficult. ?Use . , 

was treated like graphics hence editing was next to 

impossible unless using ASYNC'S EPM. 	Only 6 or 8 colors 

could 	be 	used 	with ITO and animation was extrfflm,ysdy" 

restricted. 	In using ITO one could get into dead ends .or 	. 

"traps" without warning until  :1. t:,  was too late  ta recover. 

Another problem t'as that ITO could not make round circles • 

for the frequency of.repair charts so it had to bé changed 

to squares. 	The high resolution graphics on the Apple were 

better than what was offered by ITS. 

WI th  the' speed of transmission being only 1200 baud, 

animation took a 'long time and as a result the Fantastic 

Voyage section had to'be re-thought and modified. 

Another limitation +or non »  profit organizations . was the 

storage co5t for the database. For example,• BCTel were 

charging $2.00 per page., 'We would like to 'be on as many 

field trials as would have us but we carCt afford, to pay for 

very expensive for non-profit organizations. 

Originally it had been intended to inClude a file on 

legal information related, to automobiles. - However, 'i 'L  was 

dropped becauSe the nature of information was very technical 

and open to misinterpretation. This raised the question of 

what types of information were appropriate for , an open 

data 	 •base. 
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h. Problems Encountered During Implementation  

One of the first problems encountered' was that the 

	

Apple 	Graphics 	Tablet 	'as  no longer in production. 

	

, 	- 

Fortunately, they were able to locate one in Buffalo, New 

York. Another procurement problem was that the 1200 baud 

modem was not available until one month  bof ore the end of 

the contract. 

The. 	software was also late in 	::ci :1 	1) 	the 

Electronic Page Manager (EPM) was delivered in February, and 

2) the file transfer software to send the pages via modem to 

Vista still was not available by the time of the second 

interview which was March 4, 1983. .0ne of the-  holdups had 

been a difficulty in obtaining the headering information 

from- Infomart who were'administering thé Vista field trial. 

ASYNC. was 	working 	on another problem encountered in 

developing the file transfer 	the Pascal Language disk 

would not boot with two communication cards in place. 

L.  Satisfaction with the Telidan System 

i) Information Providers: 

The proiect manager was still enthusiastic with the 

prospects of Telidon although somewhat frustrated with the 

problems of implementation and the limitations of the 

software. 

ii) Users:  

There 	were 	no users since the database was not 

implemented. 



j. Future: Funding Prospects and Alternatives 

IIThe  project monies, as originallV intended, were spent 

01 

primarily to develop a Telidon facility which could be used 

beyond the end  of  the contract time. One-half of the budget 	--. 

went toward software development„.onequarter to equipment 

and only one-quarter toward.staff. The page creator would 

be continuing on a full tiffie basis past - the end of thé 

contract. 

It was hoped that the tnteractive facility could still 

be developed. 	APA wanted to use Vista as a showcase and 

then make their database • available to other parts of the 

country The Vista database had been examined and 13 access 

points to the system had been discovered which would use the 

cross-indexing t t:i .  its full est extent. 

1 in respect to future funding, there were no definite 

_ prospects in sight. 	 ' 

k. Impact 0+ PIP on Sponsoring Organization 	. 

APA had spent much more money out of their budget than 

expected. 	It was hoped that there would be an eventual 

payoff 	in 	.new 	subscriptions 	for 	memberships.' 	This 

involvement with PIP "would put U5 on the ground floor" and 
elb 

if 	Telidon applications 	using cable TV systems are 

developed, :1. 1:.  could be very beneficial ta the organization. 

1. Concluding Comments: Evaluation 	. . 

: The objectives and activities of this organization were. 

in keeping with the original PIF objectives. One of the 

110  

contract objectives was not going to be implemented beCause 

the interactive software could not be developed within the 
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time . frame of the contract. Many problems were encountered 

during the implementation and man y limi•bM:icmis, particularly 

With ' the ITO Page creation software, were found. 

«.- 

	

	Nevertheless, a relatively inexpensive Telidon page creation 

system had been developed and a beginning database was 

-., 
established which;, if implemented on a field trial, could be 

very beneficial to the sponsoring organization and itS 

members. 

• 

.ki 

• 
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-.). CAA HELP 

more than 1.0 million members throughout Canada. With 111. 

The sponsor 	for 	this project was the Canadian IF. 

Automobile 'Association. It was a federation .of motor clubs, 

According tu the pamphlet called "CAA Today"; the CAA was a 

service 	nriented, 	non-profit organization and was the 

Canadian member of a world-wide chain of mot or clubs that 

spanned 100 countries and served a combined 	:1. j:: of 

over 45 million through approximately 3,000 offices. 

a. Pur- ose  of Sgonsoring Organization  

The 1981 Annual Report for CAA provided the following 

objectives 	' 

• 

To promote, develop and implement programs and 
informatien relating to - the rights, 

responsibilities and needs.of the.motorist as a 
consumer 
TO further the interests of the motorists and the 
travelling public- generally throughout Canada 

To maintain the rights and privileges . ef thoe who 
use motor vehicles 

To promote rational legislation governing the use 
of such vehicles 

To assist in and encourage the maintenance of good 
roads throughout Canada 

To advocate a reasonable regard on the part of 
motorists for the rights of others using the 
highway' 

Tc:  undertake and promote publications in the •-- 

interests of the Association 
Tc: da al I.  such things as are incidental te or 
Otherwise germane to the attainment of the above 

- objectives. 	(1981, p. 22) 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract  
• 

The objectives as. stated in the contract can be found 

on page 2 of the implementation schedule where it states 

The Applicant shall, 	... 	implement the ... 
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project 	to be called "CAA HELP" which shall' 
consist of approximately 575 pages published for 
the purpose of assisting consumers, particularly 
automobile, consumers, related to their.automobile 
and automobile travel by providing information 
a L:  out car purchases, automobile safety, 
accessories, repairs, travel, government services, 
nenerAl (1982, p. 2) . 

The pages were to include the following categories of 

informèM:icvv,; 

Market values - new and used cars 
2. vehicle ratings 
3. repairs 
4. complaints and advice 
u. 	Used Car Buyer's Guide 
6. mechanical advjce 
7. vehicle inspection service 
8. tires 
9. lien check - licensing 
10 	child restraints 
11. recalls - deferts 
12 	auto operating costs 
13. fuel inquiries 
14. car purchase transactions 
15. fuel consumption 
16. warrantees 
17 	trailer towing - recreation vehicles 
18 	oils and additives 
19,, insurance inquiries 
20,, crash test.results 
21.• seat belts 
22 	car options 
23. wax es and rustproofing 
24. rental and leasing 
25. batteries 
26. government services 
27 	club services 	 • 
28 ,  general 

• 

c. Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

The first objecti,ve  'as  to develop a database so that 

it could be offered across Canada. It was to be a generic 

database. • 

The secondary objective '.'es  to experiment with Club to 

Club 	communications; 	however, the requested number of 



were not approved under the PIP contract and thus 

they were unable to pursue the aspect of office to  of  

terminals 

communications. 	This meant that the pages had to be created 

+or the consumer instead of'the counsellor who  would then 

interpret the information for the consumer. This in turn -

meant the pages had to contain more general information than .  . 

originally proposed. It also meant  t. hot the content wos  of 

less direct benefit to the CA( clubi. Another aspect to 

thi5 secondary objective was that they-. hoped to eliminate 

much of the duplication of information libraries resident in 

Clubs across the country. "A fair amount of money is spent 

on periodicals and technical inforMation that is 

duplicated." :c 1: 'J as  thought that this was the  or 00  that ,  

held the greatest short-term promise for Telidon. 

d. System Configuration  . 

i) Hardware and Software: 

The hardware consisted of one Norpak "IPS - 2 (699) Page 
• 

Creation Terminal on J. con  from DOC. The database was to  bu  

loaded onto the Vista field trial. 

ii) Per'sonnel: 

The project manager was located at the CAA offices in 

Ottawa. The project operations were carried out by the Free 

Automotive ConsuMer and Technical Services (FACTS) Division, 

Toronto Club, Ontario Motor League at Toronto. The project-

team included a project director and a page creator. The 

page creator was a graphics artist who had extensive 

training. 	TWo other persons (one was a backup) received 

training for  4 ive days each at Loyalist College, 'Belleville, 
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Ontario which,was considered  net tri  be•enough training. 

e. Activities 

The contract was dated June 9, 19à2. The focus of the 

database was  toward the general public  '.'i th  some reference ' 

made to members of CAA. 	The attempt was to make the 

database national in scope so that if it was  implemented -in 

8.c.5 for example, it would require relatively little 

change. The main menu included the following categories 

1. 	Batteries 
- Buying a Vehicle 

3 ,, 	CAA 
4 , 	Complaint Handling 
5. Fuel Informatien 

6. Insurance 

Leasing 	Renting 

S. 	Mobile inspection 

9. Mew Vehicle Ratings 

10. Iii J. 	&.Additives 
11. OML Services 
12. Recalls 

13. Repairs 

14. Rustproofing 

15. Safety 

là. 	Tires 
17.. Trailer Towind 

18. Used Vehicle Ratings 

19. Vehicle Operating Costs 

20. Warranties 

21. *How To Become a CAA Member 

• 

At the time of the second interview 571 pages hart  been 

put ùp on Vista which was only 4 pages below the target set 

in the contract. 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization  

The CAA was'building a technical library in respect to 

automobiles which was difficult to keep ut::,  to date. It was 

hoped that this information could be developed with Telidon 

and 	thus 	be 	accessible 	to 	other 	motor clubs and 
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associations. 	The project - was centerecl at the Toronto Club 

'because it was the only one that had a teChnical division. 

Telidon with its communiCation . and updating capabilities 

appeared to fit nicely with this concept as indicated by the 

follawing examples 	Automobile recalls needed tb be updated 

every month. All clubs worked to a set of Minimum standards 

for' road and touring services. Marketing programs needed . to 

be coordinated across the province. . 	 . 

g. Limitations of Telidon System as Im21emented  

One of the limitations noted  ',as the low number of 

ii 

• 

• lines on a page. 4t t. 	the graphics on the IPS system were 

quite fast, .they appeared.  much slower on the home based 

Vista terminals. 	Also an the Vista home terminals, the  

. colors tended to be blurry and . did not stand out as well, 

0 probably related -to'a lower resolution. They would like to - 

have had the opportunity to work with.the broader coi. or  

spectrum of the 709 standard. 	
. 

One of the major limitations was the relatively small - 

target population involved with the Vista field trial. If 

Vista was merged with Teleguide, then the target population 

would be much more appropriate for CAA, it was believed. 

.. Another limitation  rias the indexing system. For 

example, CAA did . not appear on the main index page and it 

was difficult to. find  t. 'L. on the Vista system. Two other 

drawbacks were -  noted:: 	1) no printer, and 2) no interactive 

feature  '-'4h t. 	Would allow the consumer to contact CAA. The 
„ 
Motor Clubs stock thousands of sheets for Triptiks. .If low 

cost high speed printers were available, and consumera could 

..}. 
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request information directly e  a great deal of stock could be 

saved. 

h. Problems Encountered During Imglementation  

The following comffients speak for themselves.. "This  'as . 

one of the pities - the way the project was  run was - part of 

the problem - it started off on the wrong foot e  there were 

so many delays. 	First w• were lead to believe there would 

be  8 projects, then they needed a revised proposal. The 

contract came in late June but the page creation terminal 

and operator  di. cl  not get started until August resulting in 

only 8 months tu do the project." 

During shipment the IFS wes  dropped and initially there 

was a 'great deal of cl own time until all of the repairs iere 

completed. There were a number of technical prOblems or 

incompatabilities between the page creation terminal and thé 

technical updates to the Vista system. These were things 

that the page creator was not supposed to do on the IPS but 

they were not explained and it eventually meant that 120 

pages had to be re-done. "It was most frustrating since it 

was known, but we weren"t informed." It would have been 

much easier if there had been a user terminal in the office 

so feedback could have been obtained on the work done. 

i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers: 

• 
In . the early stages of the Project they were frustrated 

with a number of equipment breakdowns and with the 

incompatability between their page creation system and the 

updates with Vista. At the time of the second interviewe 
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'the project team members were di,sappointed that the project 

• was  not going to . receive cont*nuing support. 

ii) Users:  

• Since the field trials had their own eValuators, userS 

could not be interviewed for this evaluation. The project 

team was disappointed in the number of page accesses (hits).• 

• In the first two weeks there were aboUt 700 hits but in the 

most recent two weeks there were  '.:mn :1  1b0 to 200 hits. 

Future: Funding Prosgects and Alternatives  

At a meeting in early February, 1983 of the CAA Telidon 

sub-committee which was responsible for the PIP proiect, the 

benefits were reviewed 'and the short .  term future was 

considered. The conclusions reached were the followingg 1) 

a good job had been done in page creation, 2) DOC monies had 

been spent appropriately, 3) the. audience in the' Vista trial 

was very small and the reaction of the aUdience in terms of 

the number of hits and the number of persons contacting CAA 

in 	follow-up telephone calls were..relatively  fo w (CAA • 

already had a 28% penetration in the Toronto (r arket), and 4) 

consumer reaction  t. ci  Telidon was not overwhelming. With 

this as a background the question was asked, "if we spent 

$50,000 would it be well spent. We thought not. The short 	..._ 

term future was bleak, there was Much that was yet to be 

done which would be pi.oneering  et  great expense with members 

money." It was dedided not . to continue the PIP .project 

beyond Marc -  31, 198 3 !; however', the OML - Toronto Club was 

IIIconsidering continuing the project until at least September, 

• 1983. 	 . . 	. 
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As an . alternative to a Telidon system, they . .were 

experimenti.ng with a Communicating Word Processor that may 

be a more powerful medium for their application. They do 

net •eed graphics far many of their internal operations. 

k. Impact Of PIP on Sponsoring Organizaion 

The major impact was that it allowed familiarization 

d. 3::i the technology. It gave an opportunity to evaluate 

first hand the early .consumer reaction, the time and the 

cost of videotex. 	It also gave a greater awareness of 

electronic technology. 	For example, it was . realized that 

one of the drawbacks of a videotex system was the lack of a 

hard copy which would be highly desired . for CAA's 

app Si. ication. 

l. Concluding Comments: Evaluation  

The objectives and the activities•of this project were 

in keeping with the original objectives of 'PIP. This was-

_one of the few projects which actually met the obiectives as 

stated in the contract. It was decided .by CAA not to 

contribute funds to keep the project alive > beyend Ma r- ch 31, 

1983 since the costs wers  too  ni  eat and the benefits too few 

at this point in the development of Telidon. 

• 
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4. VANCOUVER'S ECONOMIC  STRATEGY FOR THE 80'S  

The sponsoring organization +or this project was the 

Vancouver Economic Advisory Commission, City of Vancouver. 

a. Purpose of Sponsoring Organization  

In 	a 	report 	entitled "An Economic Strategy for 

Vancouver in the :1 98(.  prepared +or the City of Vancouver, 

May 1902, the basis for the economic strategy was outlined 

F.  n the following wa .yq 

The chief aim of the VEAC economic strategy 

team has been to prepare a general framework for 

economic development in Vancouver over the next 

decade, incorporating as basic elements a set of 

perceived 'key economic act.ivit.ies'. which would 

establish some directions ,  +or the nature of 

growth, broad objectives associ'ated with these 

activities, and some strategic policy 

recommendations. I+ these recommendations receive 

broad community and political support, they may 

oc: t. - as, a basis +or executive action. Tb et  is, 

they may serve as a framework for more detailed 

publiC policy initiatives, as well as a set of 

guidelines for business, indUstry and the' 

community  os a whole. 	(1982, p. 15) 

should be noted in the ab ove statement that there 

was a concern 'for broad public support  for' the economic 

	

strategy. 	It was thought that Telidon would be of use in 

that regard. 

The Vancouver Economic Advisory Commission (VEAC) was 

established for the purpose of advising City CounCii, City 

of Vancouver, on economic matterS. 

b. Objectives as Stated in the Contract  

	

The 	general 	objectives 	were 	stated 	in 	the 

Implementation Schedule of the Contract as follows 

t 

• 
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The Applicant shall, 	... 	implement -the .... 

project - to 	be 	c:::1.I .1.1" 	"Vancouver's Economic 

• Strategy for the 80s" which shall consist of  

250 pages published for the purpose of providing 
• current 	information 	te the public concerning 

- issues 	being 	addressed 	by -  City Council ' by 

• providing 'information. abent proposed corporate 

strategy for Vancouver in the 1980s. 	(1982, p. 1) 

The pages were to includeg 	1) Vancouver's Economic 

Strategy an overview, 2) Details from Strategic Plan 

Core Plan, 3) Porting of User's Opinion of Plan, 4) Feedback 

of User Commentaries, 5) Menus, Cross-References 

and 6) Graphics. 

• 

• 

Objectives as Identified During Interviews  

Originally, the Social Planning Department' and VEAC 

were to be partners 'in the Tel:idon trial. The Social 

,Planning Department was working on developing a "Core Plan" 

at the saffie 1::. :1 	that VEAC was- developing the economiC 

.strategy. 	Prior to the writing of the Contract,_Social 

Planning decided not to be involved with the PIP project. 

VEA(: had three objectivesg 1) to present their 

econo('flic strategy to the Vancouver community, 2) to obtain 

feedback from the community, and 3) te learn about Telidon 

as a new technology. 

d. System Configuration  

i) Hardware and Software: 

The page creation was  done by a. Videotex consulting 

firm, • CVS-Canade Videotex Systems Ltd. This was the only 

:i: F'  project where th•re 	..as 'a division of responsibility 

between 'page creation and the information source. In all of 
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the other  PIF  projects the page creation  '.es  done at the 

site of the sponsoring organization. 

The Consultants used à Norpak IPS 2 (699) Page,Creation 

The consultants were responSible +or the storage 

costs ($2.00 per month per page) 'and for loading the pages 

onto the BC Tel field trial system. 

(Et.... Microtel User Terminal'with keyboard w es made 

available to the VEAC offices. . 

ii) Personnel: 

The project team was comprised of two persons from thé 

Vancouver' Economic Advisory Commission 'ho  provided the 

information ta the.consultants. Provisions for training and 

page creati:on were not applicable for this project. 

e. Activities 

.. The contract was dated,AuguSt 10, 1902. 'The pages were 

loaded ont BCTel's field trial _as a coMplete package  on 

 January 31, 1903. 

The main menu page was titled "The Foi 1'' and presented 

the following:: 

Select the heading you would like to start 
with and press the corresponding number. • 

rmployment (jobsg skills) 

Housing (BC. Placeg, multi-family) 

Transportation (A.L.R.T.g the Port) 
Background (<.st..fi:ttsg graphs) 

Terminal. 

2. - 

Once respondents selected one of  the  above areas of 

interest, they would be taken to a second level menu page 

and the Poll - wbuld continue, fer exaMple 
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• - EMPLOYMENT 

The economic activities which appear t.::  have the 

best potential +or employment- growth are as 

follows - indicate which would• be your fint_ 
aniguLLY 

SERVICE SECTOR . 

1. 	Corporate Headquarters 

Business Services 

3. Regional Offices 

4. Tourist Facilities 

5. Research & Development 

à. 	Education 	Training Services 

7„ 	Health Services 

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

High Technology Manufacturing 

Port Related Industries 

8. 

9. 

-sr 

f. Usefulness of Telidon for Organization  

Telidon was seen as a way of communicating the economic 

strategy to the Greater Vancouver Regional District., 

Originally they had considered a slide presentation and a 

sort os of brochures. •However, HYy .  the time the Telidon 

presentation was ready, it was out of stop  with the planning 

and communication process. VEAC was in the final stages of 

writing the final report to City Council while the Poll 

whiCh was to be uSed +or obtaining a feedback from the 

Vancouver community still was not ready for implementation 

onto the field trial. 	"W( would have dumped this (PIP 

project) a couple of months ago. It is more trouble than it 

• --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — 
ts worth. 	The system :i. c;  still cLmibersome and the benefits 

are unProven." • 
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g. Limitations-  of . Telidon System as Imglemented  

One of the biggest limitations was  that  they could not 

get sufficient depth ta either the presentation of the 

economic strategy, or the level of questioning for the poll . 

in respect to the strategy. Frequently a paragraph would be 

needed to explain an idea before asking a par son 	priority. 

Often there were many subsets. of questions which were 

difficult to present through Telidon. Th:is  'as  particularly 

true for the terminals that were placed in public  ai' eas 

î 

span where 	the of 	attention was short. . Also, the 

alphahumeric keypad was difficult  1:. ci use and tended  1:. ci  "turn 

people off." . In many cases the letterihg on the keypad had 

worn off and thus it was hard to follow the instructions for 

:j te  use. 

1 Another major 'limitation for this application was the 

limited -audience in that there were 'only about 200 terminals 

in !:Ji :1  field trial. VRAC needed to communicate with a much 

broader segment of the community. 

The feedback ,from the -  Poll was of limited value. It 

cou]. cl  not be considered accurate enough to be a plebiscite 

since :i. 1:  was not known who '.;as answering the polls nor with 

what seriousness. It may have been "kids playing around" or 

:1. 1:  may have been well informed users. Each time one of the 

project staff. demonstrated the database, their responses 

were included in the number of "Hits". At best the 

responses to the poll could be considered as an -indication 

. of interest. 	To go beyond, a - much more sophisticated 

database 	management 	software system would have to be 

e- 
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developed. 

h. Problems Encountered During ImglementatiOn  

One of the main problems during the project was to 

distill a very sophisticated economic document . down to about 

a grade. 8 level that would fit on a Telidon page. 	was 

felt very strongly that an editor, 	J. ter  interpretor, or 

translator was neede cl .  for this project. The providers of 

the 	information  di ci  not know the Telidon system, its 

capabilities 	and 	limitations. 	The page creators had 

difficulty interpreting the abstract material and editing it 

for Telidon. 	No money had be • n included in the budget for 

an editor or writer and a5 a result the VEAC staff had to 

• 
spend a great deal of time on this process which was neither 

intended nor desired. 

Another part of this problem was a difference. in 

perspective between the page creators and VEAC. The page 

creators wanted to make the presentation interesting and 

perhaps controversial. 	VRAC, on the other hand, as an 

Advisory Commission needed to be  no 	VEAC was 

interested in presenting information and obtaining feedback. 

Telidon was found to be primarily a one-way communication 

with little in the way of feedback. 

Another problem  'as  related to storage costs. In order 

to redUce Storage costs the pages were time sequenced with 

the result that editing was very difficult •because if you 

wanted to go back to a prevtous page you had to wait until 

the end of the sequence. 

It was  believed that  801e J,  was an antiquated system. 
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In 	no instance several pages were lost from  the  ystem and 

respondents reached a dead end. It took'several days for it 

to be fixed. The telePhone circuits were often a source Of 

error. 

i. Satisfaction with the Telidon System 

i) Information Providers: 

They were pleased with the System once implemented but 

were disappointed with the results of the Pol l, the length 

of ,time required to develop the database and the amount of 

their time used. 

ii) Users:  

There 	were no users available to this evaluation 

bi?:,:cause.:, 'it was part of .a field trial. 

It was reported that people who had been into the VEAC 

offices found the system interesting and informative. In 

the first five days after the Project was implemented 1025 

pages 	were •accessed. 	The introductory menu page was 

accessed 304 times. In the,next seven days:1639 pages were 

accessed i. ncluding the main menu page 268  'Li. me::  

It was also reported that an architect who was visiting 

from out of town went through the database in - about one-half 

an 'hour. He felt he got a good briefing on the City and its 

economics and was  ornez oc!  at the amount of information given 

' in such a short time. . 

j. Future: Funding Prosgects and Alternatives  

There were no plans at the time of the second visit to 

cnntinue 	development 	of 	the 	database. 	It would • be -g 
recommended to City COuncii, that the database be kept on the 
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field trial for a few more months with a.reduction in the 

number of pages. 	The reduction . was partly  • o reduce co5t 

and partly 	cause people would be led astray if the Poll 

continued. 

With 	the present* fiscal restraints, and with the 

limited number of users, it was believed uneconomical to 

continue development at that time. 

The page creator, the consultant, believed there Could 

be a number of future applications such as communicating 

with other cities fn respect to Vancouver 's economic future. 

Possibly the Board of Trade could use' some Of the 

information on the •database to 'present an aggressive 

marketing stance.. It was  suggested that the database be 

made available to VISTA +or viewers *in Ontario and Quebec. 

Alternatives tb Tèlidon would  t:::  «?  the traditional 

newspapers, brochures, press. conferences and possibly some 

audio-visual equipment.' - 

k. Impact of PIP on Sponsoring Organization  

With the publicity surrounding the trial, there was . an 

increase in public a • areness of economic issues.. It raised 

the awareness of the project staff Of the extant technology. 

to the extent  t. hot:. one of them was going to take a computer 

course. 

On the negative side, it was . a painful process  t. hot. 

 took a long time both forthe consultant,' who went>a long 

way over his budget, and the VEAC Secretariat staff, who 

• on 'E'  'many extra evenings trying to distill and corldense the 

strategy. 
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1. Concluding Comments: Evaluation 

The or  objectives were in keeping with the 

overall .PIP objectives as were the activities. This project 

wos  one of the few that met the contractural objectives to 

the extent that the completed database was  implemented by 

January 31 1983. • 

It was the smallest con tract (less thon half the cost 

- of any other project) .which may have been one of the 

contributing factors to the frustration invoi.ved. The 

separation between the page creation and the information 

source 'proved to be a di.fficult problem 9  especially given 

the conceptual nature of the information. 

• 
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• E. FINDINGS: CONCLUDING NOTES 

The PIP projects have been described in respect to the 

purpose of their sponsoring organizations, their objectives, 

system configuration, and activities, 	The major themes 

relating 	to their perceptions • of Telidon's usefulness, 

limitations, information providers and users satisfaction, 

future funding prospects or alternatives, and the impact on 

the sponsoring organization have been addressed. 

• At the time of the second on-site interview only two 

of the nine proiects had their comolete database implemented 

on a field trial. 'Both of those had chosen not to continue 

development of the c: •.t:. 	beyond the end of the contract 

period Although they heped 1:. c: continue updating the package 

and j<eep it on thé field trial for another 6 Months‘', 

Two 'other projects had. part of their database on a 

field trial, and the • other five were either waiting for 

hardware, software or both. All of these . seven projects 

were sufficiently convinced of the usefulness of Telidon for 

 their -sponsoring organization that they  :i. shed te continue 

with the project. None of them had definite prospects for 

future funding although most had made some attempts to 

obtain funds. 	At least -  four - of the projects would be 

continued "somehow" by their sponsoring organization 

although at a much decreased level of activity unless 

further funding was procured. 

• 



$27.5 	million allocated 	as a stimulus 4..or the 

Chapter IV 

Conclusion 

. O'Toole's Commentary (from .Murphy's -  Law I): 
Murphy was an optimist. 

(Bloch, 1982b,  

In this chapter a summary of the PIP projects and the 

main themes will be reviewed. The programme will be 

'reviewed in respect to the objectives of PIP as ori.ginally 

presented and as reflected in the Request For Proposal 

(1:: F:!:::)  

Illo 1 
The public announceffient of Telidon Occur:red in August, 

, 
' 1978. 	Shortly thereafter, on April 2 1979, the l''Uni!...:iter of 

Communications, Government of Canada announced a four year 

Telidon programme. 

Several issues were identified by the Social Policy 

Branch. 	Two.  o -f  those issues were access .and diverSity. It 

was believed that if the not-for-profit sector was to be . 

involved in this new Canadian - invention, the government 

would have to provide some funding. On February 6,, 1981, 

develdpment of Telidon. Two programmes were developed 	1) 

the Industry Investment Stimulation Programme (USE) which 

Iwas .:4  cost shared programme with industry„- and 2) the Public 

Initiatives Programme (PI P) which was for the disadvantaged. . 

. 	101 
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Five càtegories were designated for funding 	1) Inuit, 2) 

Women, 3) Natives, 4) Disabled and 5).Censumers. 

PIP was announced and  • requeSt for proposals, was 

issued on November 12, 1981. The deadline date for receiPt 

of proposals was 'December 22, 1981. Thirty proposals were 

received 	and on'. April 30, 1982 ten projects and two 

feasibility .  studies were announced. 	The Inuit faced a 

number 	of 	problems and j. t:  was decided to carry out 

feasibility studies as a starting point +or that category. 

Funding was provided -  for tWo projects for each of Women, 

Natives and Disabled. 	Four . projects for Consumer groups 

were also approved. The projects were' geographically 

dispersed with prejects being ' in five Provinces and one 

Territory. The projects began during the summer of 1982 and 

were ta be completed by Mar ch 31, 1903. 

This 	evaluation 	deals  ''ii th ni ne  - - of the ten  PIF'  

projects. 	Agora  et  Montreal had a contract which was spread 

over 1 1/2 years and was to be evaluated as part of the 

larger field trial. 	The primary 4: 0CLA5 of this evaluation 

was t: c:'  • determine the usefulness of Telidon in the 

not-for-profit segment. The -  method of the.evaluation was to 

an extent  pro-dot ermined by the +act that its termination 

date coincided with the termination date. of the PIP 

• projects. 	A formative evaluation using a .key informant 

approach with a structure based on systems analysis was 

considered . most appropriate. 

• This evaluation  'tas not concerned with the day's-to-day 
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management .of each project since that was the function of 

the. DOC  per 	Nor was this evaluation involved  :1 th  

the 	self-reporting 	meChanism 	embodied 	within 	the 

requirements of each project. 	The role of this .ewllu.,Lor " 

was to provide a perspective from - sorm,fi?i...)ne  '.ho  was not 

directly involved in either the Government of Canada or any 

of the PIP projects. 

Two on 	site visits were held with each project.- The 

first visit was  ho]. ci  between January 12 - 29, 1.983  and the 

second round started February 22 and was  romp 	oc!  March 10, 

1903. 	The following section provi des a brief overview of 

each project. 

A. 	WOMEN 

111, This projeCt, which tae, sponsored by Greater Vancouver. 

Information -and Referral' Service, focused on the provision - 

of information relevant to women. 

Prior to receiving, the PIP grant GVIRS had wrestled 

with the problem of keeping up-tà-date information on the ' 

numerous and -  various community organizations in the City of 

Vancouver and  i. te  surrounding suburbs. OVIRS had previously 

purchased a microcomputer and thus had some understanding of 

information technology. 	Telidon provided an opportunity- to. 

broaden the database a n:5 well as to develop a community 

approach to information provision and ihformation sharing.' 

The approach taken was to encourage community groups which 

gwere involved with women's issues to learn how to croate : 

their 	own 'pages of iri.formation. 	Telidon was seen as 

à 

1. 	THE COMMUNITY TELIDON NETWORK OF THE PACIFIC 

à 



an attractive way of providing information +or and 

py "amateurs" and as such was 5een as appropriate for the • offering 

perSons working on women's issues, and information on the 

104 

use of community groups.. 

à 	 Several 	:Innovations 	were 	developed 	for 

Programming was done for the microcomputer both to establish 

the database and to provide 'f or'  keyword access versus the 

more cumbersome tree structure. This project will also be 

• 

à 

demonstrating a network of APPLE computers possiblY 	:1 "ci  

the Telidon board  -made by Norpak for distributien by (PPLE. 

(By the second interview one Telidon board had arrived but 

the APPLE IIe's had not.) Another Interesting possibility 

was ta include obtaining a gateway to the B.C. Tel field 

I':. riai. 

This 	project 	was 	seen as having many potential 

benefits, not only a5 a demonstration of Telidon, but also 

to society in general and to women in particular. 

ONLINE / SUR LE FIL 

This project took place at Moncton and was sponsored by . 

NB 's Advisory Council on the Status of Women. It set out to 

provide a general information and referral index  'f or'  women, 

an urgent action and current events file, a who's  ''ho  of • 

Advisory Council itself. 	It was called "ONLINE / SUR LE 

FIL" 	to signify imMediate and current . information for 

women's groups throughout the province using N.B. Tel's 

MERCURY field trial system. 	It ''tas the on Si,  PIP fully 

bilingual database. 

This project 	appears to 	have 	met its primary 
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. 	objecti.ves. 

B. 	NATIVES 

1. NORTHERN NATIVE BROADCASTING TELIDON PROJECT  

This project, centred in Whitehorse,. was an attempt to 

develop a database focused an native concerns for a broadly 

dispersed, sparse population. Existing communicatien 'es 

 often based on word of mouth transactions with the expected . 

delays and inconsistencies of that medium. This'project 	. 

promises a unique appliciM:iimi which could increase the flow, 

to outlying areas of the Yukon of accurate up-to-date 

information which, because of the nature of, its local 

content. 	'as  not provided by media beamed in from the 

"Soixth". 	For example, travel in . the North i5 heavily 

dependent on small airlines so that information on flight 

0 schedules was:important. Fur prices which change frequently 

for different buyers was important in order to get the best 

prices for trappers. 	Knowledge of the fluctuat:lno demand 

for products like the Yukon Parka which were hand7made by 

natives would be helpful in scheduling production. 

The components of the system consisted of a GC:1000 Page 

Creation Terminal, a Microtel 'TX202 receiver terminal and 5 

APPLE microcomputers plus some newly developed . software from 

FORMIC. Neither the computers, nor the software had arrived 

by the time of the . second visit which was late February. 

It wa •  believed that the future of Telidon in this 

' project was dependent, at ' least in part, on commercial 

•

interests . such as the selling of adverti'zing space. This 

project has 'many '17.nmF,S1i.Jilities for helping Natives help 

• 

,d 



themselves in.a community development sense. 

F.S.I.N. TELIDON • 
10à 

This project, based in Saskatoon, was very promising at 

â 

• 

the outseti  however, its full potential was .yet to be 

realized. It was intended to improve the communicatien of 

J.:.he central office of the FSIN with the District  located 

throughout the province and to provide pertinent educational 

material. 

Several minor setbacks occurred including the IPS being 

out of service for one month, and having the first manager 

and one of the original page creators leave the project in 

the early stages. 	Two major problems .  developed;1 	1)  a• 

Shrinkage of funds required a major . reorganization of the 

'FSIN„ and 2) the SaskTel Pathfinder field trial was delayed . 

in its iMplementation  of the second stage. Hence, they were 

not going ta be ready for the PIP data-until March 31, 1983 

which was beyond the end of the PIP contract termination 

date.. 	This effectively meant that there would be no field, 

trial 	for this database. 	-At the time of the second 

J. nterview, an attempt was being made to find a home for the 

project and to establish a field trial. 	t: i.:.  was hoped that 

the FSIN Cultural  Coi 3. 	would sponsor the continuation of 

the project especially since  :1 t.  was involved  :i. th distance 

education 	for 	which 	Telidon 	Assisted Computer Aided 

Instrurtion could be used. An educational focus was thought 

to be appropriate for funding agenci:es  su d -for the FSIN 

particularly as it related to upgrading of English and - 

mathematics for the grade  8  to 12 'levels and to-the cultural 
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11, 
heritage Of the native population. It is hoped that a way 

will be •ound for at least a full field trial of the 

database . which 	may then .Make it pasSible  for  future 

development and continuance. 

C. 	DISABLED 

1. 	INFODATA  

Telidon . was seen as an extension to the world of the 

physically handicapped, . i.e., the Telidon terminal provided • 

a method of communication for many handicapped perSons which 

was not formerly available. This project  '.as a1. si.:  seen as a 

training facili. ty and an emploYment opportunity for the 

handicapped. 	For example, all of the Persons Who )Er d:  hired 

by the PIP project were handicapped. 	One of the page 

creators used a mouth stick and a modified shift key to push 

the keys on the APPLE microcomputer. 

• 	The project envisioned the develOpment of a central 

database which initially  roui cl  be accessed by five nodes„ 

.with possible future expansion throughout the province. At 

the time of the secand visit . the FORMIC Telidon system had 

only' recently been receivec“ however, thé editing features 

were not goi:ng to be available +or about another thirty-five 

days. Two of the 1200 baud modems still had not arrived, 

. ner had the ether five APPLE Micrecomputers been abtained. 

Nonetheless, 

and 

 about 1000 pages had been created with an IFS 

t:, ''j'.:) APPLEs. 



AGORA 

Montreal was the site of one of the largest PIP ' • .4- a 

quackery. One component included the development of games 
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projects. 	It was unique in that it was a French only 

Ç.1 	database and -that  :1. t. waS centred -in a laboratory in a 

Department of Communication (Universite du Quebec). Its 

focus was on the handicapped with a community animation 

approach. 	Community 	handicapped 	groups 	Were 	to be 

responsible +or developing a  ton  pace electronic:. newspaper 

every two weeks. They were also developing a file on public 

access 	for the handicapped for prominent buildings in 

• 

Montreal. 	AGORA was a very promising concept with an 

emphasis on developing content which will be broadcast using 

à "hybrid" telephone and cable television delivery system. 

D. 	CONSUMERS 

r. 	FOOD AND NUTRITION INFORMATION ON TELIDON 

ThiS project 'was sponsored by Ryerson PolyteChnical 

:1. Lute 	Toront.e. 	VISTA was the delivery system for this 

project. It had two major components, both of which related 

to the Provision of. accurate information on nutrition as 

opposed to the great deal of information that could be • 

described as being based- on folklore or possibly even 

which could act as an enticement for persons, both children 

and adults hopeft.Illy„ to view information on nutrition. One 

game which followed the base idea of "hangman" was changed 

to -"SPACEL-BYTE" where once the correct answer was obtained 

or presented, the player could choose to find out more about 

that particular food or food group. ,The second component 
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'as the transferring to the VISTA trial from a data bank 

resident 'on 	Ryerson's 	DEC-10 .of 	approximately 2000 

references te free. phamphlets ,which could be obtained by 

consumers. The. transferring of this .  ijata was tb be done se 

that it fitted a Telidon format. The software to accemplish 

the transferral was in the final, hopefully, testing phase 

and was being done by ASYNC Cor p. 

t the time .of this interview only a very limited 

amount of feedback from VISTA on the number of "hits" on the' 

first game was available. It was still too early to gauge 

user response although the projert group was encouraged by 

the response. 	The project  prou::  hoped to have the project 

'continue and would like to see it be carried by . a trial .with 

a 	wi,der 	audience. 	Since information on nutrition is 

	

Icontinually being developed -and improved through the food 	L 

and other related sciences, .the database would decay without 

attention and updating. 	Future funding was not assured 

although ' it:- .was hoped that Ryerson with its commitment ta 

: computer based information may provide some support. 	. 

,.... 	AUTOMOBILE PROTECTION 

Ottawa  was  the site of the APA, which was a consumer 

association. It had developed a base of information which 

included a recommended list of automobiles for 1983 models, 

some consumer education on the functioning' - of the major 

sub-systems of the automobile, a news service relating to 

important events 5uch as repair recalls, frequency of repair 

charts and some promotional material on the APA. 

Th o .  approach taken was to use the PIP  gravi t:  to set up a 



Telidon 	ystem which could be used well into the future, or 

at 	least 	until 	obsolesence 	overcame 	the 	purchased 

* 

Y • 

technology. 	It  ',es the only PIP Project to  use the 

Information Technology Group (ITO) • 'si don page'creation 

system 	which 	unfortunately 	was 	found 	to have many 

limitations. 	An important innovatien was the development of 

the Electronic Page Manager (EPM) by ASYNC Cor p. 	The 

. database was in the process of being put up on the VISTA 

field trial with software also developed by AS :MC Corp. 

Unfortunately 	one 	part 	of the project could not be 

accomplished which was the creation. of the interactive - 

capability to allow consumers ta record complaints about 

their automobiles and to develop a continuing 'file for 

ongoing use by consumers. The VISTA trial mas not set.up to 

allow +or this objective to be met. 

appeared that this Project would continue for some 

timelI however, the time frame did not include feedback from 

users of the data bank which will be very important for this 

projeCt and the APA,. 

CAA HELP 

This project .  also used the VISTA field trial as its 

• 

delivery system. 	ihe CAA has decided not to'continue the 

project beyond the time that  :1 'L  becomes outdated. The 

Association believes that  j, 'L  requires a much larger audience 

•than that offered by the present VISTA system  'for-  Telidon to 

be cost  of 	for their Association. It had been heped 

that Telidon could have been used to provide up-to-date 

information on the great many facts . related to automobile 



innovation ',as the of an outside consulting firm, use 
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ownership and that thiS information could be shared by the 

other Provincial Associations and Motor Clubs. 	At - this 

point the network is not functional within their collective 

As 	an. alternative the Association will be . 

considering a computer based word processing system. 

VANCOUVER'S ECONOMIC STRATEGY FOR THE 8O'_5 

A. report entitled, "An Economic Strategy +or Vancouver 

in the 1900"s" tas  published by the Var couVer Economic 

Advisory Commission in May 1902. It was  hoped that this 

information cOuld be shared with the public and that an 

opinion poll could collect data on the public's response to 

the specified orybions.- Along with the opinion  poll another • 

budgets. 

.ÉL. so 

'Canada Videotex Systems" to create - the pages which were 

placed on S.C. Toi r; fierd tria] - 

Both the project group and the consultants found they 

expended far more time and energy than expected. It was 

thought that a writer or editor should have been . included in 

the project to help  ','ii Lb the translation of the conceptUal 

j.  1. in the economic report. It needed to be adapted 

for viewing by the public using the limited amount of space • 

available on a Telidon page. Another problem encountered 

''as related te the experience with the opinion poll. It 

could not be ascertained from the informatien provided bY 

the field trial who waS answering the p01 J.  questions. 

Hence, it was not known if the respondents were children, 

adults, serious, frivolocm5„ residents or non- rosi. dents. In 

essence, a pUblic poll could only be considered as a rough 
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measure of public interest or as an interactive tool to help 

engage respondents in the task of obtaining informatiOn. 

While the project can be considered a success from the 

standpoint of having created the expected number-of pages 

and having them included in the field. trial, the project 

group believed that the medium in its present state of 

, development was too limited far the type of conceptual 

material they were providing. 

• 

• 

• 

Objectives for the Public Initiatives Programme 

The, following 	discussion returns . to the original 

objectives «  of the Public Initiatives Programme (PIP) and to 

the ideas embodied in the Request For Proposal (RFP). 

1. 	To contribute to page creation by generating 

• 
databases appropriate to the needs of -  consumers, Inuit, 

Natives, disabled and women. 

With the exception of the Inuit, this objective was met 

to the extent that beginning databases were developed in all 

ni ne of the PIP projects. Two of the ni ne projects hod-'-1 

decided not to continue development of the database with the 

expectation that they would event) , Ally der. ay and be removed 

from .the field trial  sys't: oms0 These same two - projects were 

the only projects to have completed the database development 

• to the level specified- in the contract by the time of the 

second  on 	visit. TWQ other projects had soMe of th ni  

database, implemented on a field trial, and the other five 

were still waiting for either hardware or software in - order 

to try out their database. 

X 



would .  not be vjable untiL :1. 't:.  included 10 9 000 pages. database 
"i; 

difficulty obtaining funding for le ...1.idon was well founded. • 
Government of Canada should be congratulated for its The 

. held and user feedback  "as  been obtained. - 

' To support the page-creation industry by 

	

The question may well "be asked, to what extent have 	- 

databases- I:: os 	generated? 	Most of the projectS had fewer 

than 1,000 pages. 	One project manager believed that the 

Agora had reserved space  'f or"  20,000 pages. The one field . 

trial that yielded feedback from users indicated a very . 

strong disappointment in the limited development Of ne ,  

database, ':1 t, 	was an insult to the intelligence" of the 

serious user. 

It 

generated, 

question 

any user 

true 

› but the 

espec:ially 

feedback. 

that 	beginning databases had beeh 

longer term viability was open to 

since five af the projects did not have 

Furthermore, none of the projects had 

definite future funding arranged although four projects were . 

to continue "somehow" .  even though the page création activity 

was to be at"a reduced level. One project was going ta be 

able to keep one of their project staff for at.least six 

months and another project was going to continue to employ a 

page creator from their operating budget. Two other 

H7:11-&“i:?1,:::.ts had interim funding from employment grants. 	The 

• 

suspicion that 	the not-for-profit 	sector weuld have 

proactive 

made -available to  

It is recommended that further funding be 

insure the viability of the "beginning" 

very roast until field trials have been 

stance'. 

the 
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encouraging commercial and non-profit organizations to offer 

-page-creation services. (Approx. ,1/3 of activity to be 

dedicated to this  end.)  

One proiect used an outside Consultant to do: the page 

creation. In that particular project there was a difficulty 

in communiéating the needs of the . information source, and • 

the requirements of the Telidon system. IL '.as  beli. eed by 

the project team that an editor  'os  required to help bridge 

that gap. This experience suggests that if an information 

.source intends to make Use of a page creation service, the 

communication needs must be taken into account. At the time 

of the second visit none of the non-profit organizations 

were offering page creation services on a commercial basisq 

however, three proiects had given some thought, to that 

possibility as a way of helping to support their database.' 

To encourage the- growth of Telidon and 

A 

electronic publishing by training people within the selected 

groups in Telidon applications and page-creation. 

With the exception of the project Which used an outside 

page creation service, and a project which had page . creators 

who  were already trained from a previous field trial, all of 

the .projects- had at least two pe ' son 's  who had received -five 

days training in page creation. In the ni ne projects at 

least twenty-nine persons had obtained experience in page • 

creation. 

To encourage the broad utilisation of Teridon by 

'creating examples of database style and structure. . 

This 	objective 	was -  met 	beyond the expectations 
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expressed in the REP. None of the ni ne  databases were the 

same. 	All of them offered a different style which was qui te 

delightful. 	Also, .several different structures .  had been 

developed. 	CTNP developed their own software for keyword 

access. 	APA had the Electronic Page Manager (EPM) developed 

for them by ASYNC. Ryerson had software developed, again by 

ASYNC, +or the transfer of files from a DEC-10 to a 

microcomputer:. (APPLE) and from there to the Vista field ' 

trial. .The .Northern Native Broadcasting Telidon Project 

(NNBTP), and INFODATA were both , using software developed by 

FORMIC. 

To demonstrate the practical capabilities of 

Telidon. 	 . . 

. All of the ni ne projects had deVeloped a beginning 

Ill>database which demonstrated the practical CapabilitieS of 

	

, Telidon 	•however, , the two - projects which  lied  decided not,to 

continue developing their database required a mass audience 

which was not available . through their respective field 

trials. . 

	

6. 	To develop demonstrations of innovatiVe use of 

existing technology as related to non-profit environments. 

- Several projects were using existing technology in 

4 

innovative ways. APPLE microcoMputers were being used as 

host computers +or two systems, and as communicatien Iinks 

• or page creation systems in three other projects. An Alpha 

Micre (PDP-11)  vies  used as a host Ln another .  project. Fixed 

Disks, 1200 baud modems, Telidon boards for the APPLE 

coMputer made by Norpak, and various other cemmunication 
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devices and software including the ITG Page Creation System, 

FORMIC, and ASYNC were being used.• 

7. 	To generate feedback to determine practical 

enhancements of the system. 

Feedback was obtained from information providers and 'a 

number of limitations to the systems as implemented have 

been described A number of enhancements are required to 

ove i come. those limitations. Unfortunately, only three users 

were available to this evaluation. It is recommended that 

further evaluation be done  'hen more users are available to 

. provide feedback. 

B. 	To distribute projects across Canada both . 

geographically and linguistically. 

Geographically, the projects were distributed•from East 

to West and froin North to South in five Provinces and one 

2 	- 
Terri tory. • Linguistically, there  '.'ore  databases in English e  pf2 ' 
French and one fully bilingual and one partiallY bilingual. 

Reguest For Progosal 

In the Request For Propusal- :1 t. 'as  stated that DOC 

• could not "fund more than one major project for each of the 

designated groups" and that no more than one proposal would 

be 	"supported in any given' geographic area". 	It was 

originally understood that only five projects would. be  

undeci 	Several 	project teams 	expressed their 

disappointment with the reduction in funding that was the 

result of expanding the number to ten projects. In fact e  it 

was reported that one of the projects initially refused to 
• 
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accept a contract because the monies involved 'were not s 
A Concluding: Note 

In each of the projects, the activities were in keeping - 

with the 'objeCtives as identified in the interviews, as 

stated in the contracts, with'the purposes .of the sponsoring 

organiMj.ow.iii, 	and '.:i, Lb the original PIP objectives. 	This 

would indicate that the original - selection and planning 

processes were carried out in accordance . with the PIP, 

objectives. 

The major focus was to determine the usefulness of 

Telidon for the not-for-profit sector. To this end, all of 

Li: projects demonstrated a useful application for Telidon. 

HoweVer, two .of the projerts that required a mass aUdience, 

as opposed to closed user groups, decided not ta continue 

the development of their database. 

The major question relates to the viability  of  the 

small databases. 	All of the projects will require further 

development of the content and updating of the existing 

content, if the projects are to become viable. Considering 

the under-funding as indicated in the RFP, the unfinished 

field trials,, and the nature of the content, it is expected 

that future Government funding will be required +or the 

remaining PIP projects and the not-fer-profit sector:, . IL 

 would be very unfortunate if these excellent beginnings were 

lost. 

• 
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